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Trustees Suggest Bryant ResignsAfter 10 Years
Cbmmittee Offers
Revision To 72
I nvestment Frame
BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCS
At an open meeting of the Ad Hoc
Trustee Committee on Social Re--
trustees presented to the public af proposal to revise the Board's 1972policy which is to be submitted to
. .
--1 - Ml L - 1 Juie Boaxu ui inuiecs tar tommw
ation.
The College's 1972 investment
policy, as outlined in Board guide-
lines established that year, placed
the responsibility for College in-
vestment in the Trustees' Invest-
ment Committee. According to
John Dowd, current Chairman of
the Social Responsibility Commit-
tee, the Board's Investment policy
required revision since the Board is
now charged with only a portion of
the investment process. Since 1977,
Dowd said, the College has relied
mon "outside investment manag--
w-e- rs' who exercise "discretion and
- judgment in making investments as
,to the major portion of the endow- -
menu" -- , - ;4
-- So as to "maintain an institution
. for the sound learning and educa-
tion under religious influences,"
the Committee on Social Responsi--
. bility is recommending that the
1972 standard be amended, and that
consideration be made for the in-
vestment managers, whom the
Committee referred to as "benefi-
cial" to the interests of the College.
The Committee, whose members
besides Dowd are Margaret BeekeL
' Carolyn Dix, Jerrold Footliek,
George Ingram, Steven Minter and
Timothy Smucker, recommend that
no restrictions "should be placed
on the investment managers be-
cause of social policy considera-
tions.1 Moreover. Minter rein-
forced during the public session the
- committee's commitment to mak- -
ing "individual judgments ... about
Harward Named To Replace
Academic V--P W. Baird
Donald W. Harward, director of
the University Honors Program,
v the' University of Delaware, has
been named Vice President for
. Academic Affairs at The College of
Wooster. The appointment is effec-
tive Aug. 1. 1982.
- The nationwide search began 18
.
- months ago when Dr. William M.
- Baird, professor of economics, in-
formed Wooster President Henry
Copeland of his wishes to returny. full-tim- e to the classroom. - ;
..
- The winner of several honors for
his research . and teaching. Har---:
: ward is a graduate of Maryville
- College. He earned an M.A. from
t i American University and a Ph.D.
v
. in Philosophy from the University
of Maryland. Former chairman of
individual situations'! rather than
basing investment on "the geo-
graphic location where a company
does business," or restricting in-
vestment because of "the parties
with whom the company does busi-
ness." . -- v
The committee noted, however,
that it would continue to follow the
1972 standard which calls for the
College to "use its influence
through proxy voting to encourage
socially responsibile business be-navto- r."
Additionally, the Committee indi-
cated that it supports the right of
the Investment committee of the
Board "to order the sale or stock in
any company which has been non-responsi- ve
to the College's voting
position and which the Committee
determines, in its judgment to be
acting outside the boundaries of
socially responsible business be-
havior."
Responding to criticism that such
a policy sets no real hard and fast
guidelines for the Trustees to fol-
low, Dowd said that the Trustees
will "accept no money, absolutely
no money" from a company which
in the "critical judgment of the
Investment .Committee" is- - doing
wrong. - --r--" :;.--- -v--
"v Moreover, the committe recom-
mends that the Investment Com-
mittee "should be strongly influ-
enced" by companies which seek to
improve the conditions of life of
employees.
Following the Committee's pres-
entation of the proposal, a number
of members of the audience were
asked to give input on the proposal
Sophomore John Murphy informed
the Trustees that he was "sur-
prised at the apparent contradic-
tions and hypocritical statements
that are contained in or could be
inferred from the report"
Moreover, Murphy questioned the
Trustees for "recommending the
expansion of corporate activities in
South Africa"; when, as Murphy
r : continued on Page 7
the Department of Philosophy at
the University of Delaware, he has
directed the University's 1,000-stu-de-nt
honors program since 1975. :
In this position, he directed the
planning, development and imple-
mentation of honors education for
nearly 1,000 undergraduates, and
was responsible for programs in- -'
eluding admissions, staffing, budg-
et, curriculum and student affairs.
The author of many articles and
papers in the areas of logic and
epistemology. Harward has written
several books and edited volumes
on "The Nature of the Power" and
"Crisis in Confidence." He recently
completed a book manuscript,
"Logic and' the Bounds of
Thought."
. Donald W. Harward. current member of the administrative staff at '
the University of Delaware, has been named to replace W2an H.
Baird as Vice President for Academic Affairs. Photo Courtesy Of
'Newsservices....,
Initiation PromptsReflection
By College Administration
BY BRIAN EOWLAND
Are the incidents which occurred
between some faculty members
and some sections and dubs during
initiation week indicative of an
increasingly intense conflict be-
tween the two groups? What is the
nature of faculty unhappiness with
some of the sections and clubs
activities, particularly initiation
week? Moreover, what potential
ramifications, if any, are there
which might result from this con-
flict? v--- .
In an attempt to gain more infor-
mation on this subject, both the
Dean of Faculty. Vivian Holliday.
and the Dean of Students, Ken
Plnsquellec were contacted by the
Voice for their comments. .
The conflict between the faculty
and the sections, and clubs on this
campus is not new. As Dean Holli-
day remarked, "Tve been here
since 19tt and there have been
many recommendations (by the
faculty concerning the social life on
this campus)." The most notable of
these "reports" was the so-call- ed
"Herring Report" drawn up by an
Ad Hoc Committee of faculty mem-
bers to study the social life on
campus. The report, issued in early
1979, resulted in several changes,
particularly in the Code of Social
Responsibility. The eode was reex-
amined, amended and approved by
Campus Council in February of the
same year. Changes that were
made included the creation of Sec-
tion VII which concerns noise, lev-
els. Section vm on Sexual Haras-
smentCoercion and T
reclariflc ation of Judicial ' board
procedures, among others.
Revisions of the Code of Social
Responsibility or of the Council's
structure itself are not unusual,
however. Currently, Campus Coun-
cil is considering changes in the
structure cf the Initiation Week
Committee, the body which is re
sponsible for the handling and over
seeing of initiation week. Dean
PtusqueUec, who is an administra-
tion representative on Campus
Council, indicated that changes
were being strongly considered.
Even though there have been and
continue to be changes made in the
initiation week guidelines and in
the Initiation Week Committee it-
self, some faculty members remain
convinced that there will be prob
lems as long as initiation week, as
it generally now exists,, remains.
The question which must be asked
then, is. "What is the nature of
faculty discontent with the Initia
tion week?" AddSionauy, n must
be asked if there are long-ter- m
ramifications for the conflict over
Hell Week. For the answers to
these questions, Vivian Holiday, the
Continued on Page 12
BY RODNEY KeCALCTZR
This past January, Gregg Bryant
resigned his position as Associate
Director of Admissions. ;
When asked the reason for his
resignation Bryant said, "I feel the
reasons are positive. I am planning
to go on to get some alliens!
professional experience ia adminis-
trative or-- admissions work. I tcn
ten people," Bryant said Ji2ry.
."I graduated in '72 and now I am .
trying to graduate again."
Bryant continued, "I would be
less than honest if I didn't srest
there was some frustration wia the
College. It has fallen stesiScanily
short of its often verbal commit-
ments. It has caused me some
difficulty," Bryant continued, "as
an alumnus and as a staff member
In the type of aggressive recruit-
ment which we could be doisg.
.
"There are a lot cf Clack stu-
dents who could persist here at the
College if we had a more suppor-
tive atmosphere. I think that the
significant increase in the number
of Black and minority stuierts
occurred when the College assumed
a much more aggressive and com-
mitted posture. .
"1 think there are a lot ct out-
standing features and beneLts
available here for all stuf snis in-
cluding minorities," Xrya&t s&id.
; w Continued on Page T
"
Job Market ;
For Graduates
In Slump ; k
' BETHLEHEM, PA. (CPS)
This year's college grads are re-
ceiving about 14 percent fewer jcb
offers than their counterparts ofl a jt -
Placement Council, an association .
of eampus placement officers. .
Based on a recent survey, the
council found
.
that, althourh sala--
.f A - X - A.nes cauunue u increase m mm
Job categories, the overall number
of employment offers 'tendered to
this spring's grads is down signia-cantl- y
from last year, even in
lucrative fields like engineering
and conmuter sciences. - ..
"We aren't sure why the number
of offers is down." says Judith
Kayser of the CPC "It's diScultto
tell whether there are the same --
number of Jobs and Just fewer
oners oemg maae, or u u arc? in
offers represents a decrease in the
actual number of Job openings."
This year's Job market, Kayser
observes, is one of .the most un-
usual in recent years because it is
"not following the trends and pat
terns of the past."
"The last several years have
been pretty much the same, with
each year pretty mucn mirroring
the year before." she explains.
"But this year hasnt followed any
pattern."
r While some ox the uncertainty
mar be due to the economy, with
many employers reducing the num- -
Continued on Page IS '
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Trustees Deserve Praise
The trustees who compose the Ad Hoc Committee on Social
Responsibility deserve praise for their decision to recommend that
the College continue its investments in American companies located
in South Africa.
Their recommendation, outlined in a report prepared for the
Board of Trustees, established standards of investment which amend
the outdated standards formulated a decade ago. The committee's
report offers reasonable and rational guidelines for the College
Investment Committee to follow in making its investments, or in
directing its investment managers. It recommends, moreover, the
continued investment of money in South Africa, indeed the expansion
of investment there, so long as the trustees deem that companies are
acting "to encourage socially responsible business behavior."
The committee's recommendation comes at a time when the
College has a great interest in keeping profits made from stocks in
American companies located in South Africa. More, the committee's
decision comes at a time when institutions such as Wooster,
concerned as it is with the betterment of humankind, can use what
miniscule interests it has abroad to influence companies to improve
the lot of their employees. Our few millions invested in South Africa
are nil when compared with the overall wealth of companies there.
Withdrawing Wooster money from South Africa would cause no
hardship for businesses. But it would harm Wooster, and take away
this institutions' proxies votes which can be used to influence
company policy.
By divesting, as some would have it, Wooster would only be
running from a problem. Racism and oppression in any form are
detestable flaws of mankind. They must be faced, challenged, and to
the best of our abilities, defeated. In the case of South Africa, one of
the ways those of us across the seas can help is by providing an
outlet for blacks and coloreds to seek advancement both
technologically and educationally. The ideal way to do that would be
to dream in a new government, and a new ideology, and a new brand
of thinking. The realistic way to do that is to provide an outlet for
such advancement, and at present, such outlets are available in
many cases only through foreign business.
The Committee on Social Responsibility should be praised for its
concern for all interests involved in the controversy over foreign
investments. Its recommendation shows concern for all parties, and
the Board of Trustees would do well to give it positive response.
Timothy E Spence
Pay Schedule Change Sought
To The Editor. Faculty and Admin-
istration:
Recently, there has been a move
within the student workers to
change the method of being paid.
The problem is not with the rate of
pay (but any raises would be great-
ly appreciated!), but the date of
pay. On the present schedule, stu-
dent workers are paid on the sec-
ond Wednesday of each month, and
realizing that the check is larger
that way, there is the greater
problem that 1) it is needed much
sooner than that, and 2) it is
therefore already half-spe- nt by the
time it arrives. Therefore, our pro-
posal is that we should be paid
every two weeks, rather than every
month.
When this proposal has been
brought up before, the usual re-
sponse is that it would cause too
much paperwork. However, the
non-stude- nt workers are already
being paid every two weeks, and
the switch to putting all workers on
the two week schedule would cause
less work, insofar as instead of
having one group of workers on one
schedule and another group on
another schedule, all would be on
the same schedule, eliminating con
THE
EDITH E. MCGANDY
SARAH E. SIMMONS
Editors
fusion. Also, if more work is in-
volved, about the worst conse-
quence would be that a few
students who need jobs would get ajob.
Also, student finances would not
be in as bad a shape as they can
get toward the end of the pay
month. After the first two weeks or
so, there is usually little of the
check left, making for a difficult
existence for the remaining week
or two. Being paid every two weeks
would eliminate this problem as
welL
Third (and probably most impor-
tant), this type of schedule is what
the students want Recently a peti-
tion was brought in in Kittredge
dining hall and circulated among
the student workers. In one night of
signature collecting, over 80 stu-
dent workers signed their names.
These people support the move to
the two-wee- k system (and, I as-
sume, so do most of the others who
haven't yet had a chance to sign).
We hope the Administration is
sympathetic to our needs.
Sincerely.
Daniel Sfkorski
Susanne Wfllson
WOOSTER VOICE, FRIDAY, MAY 14.
Apologies,
Dear Editor:
Having missed the last issue of
the Voice, and now having had time
to reflect upon its contents, I wish
to respond to the forum presented
by the S.A.B. Speakers' group on
Tuesday, May 4th, when the "dis-
tinguished" visiting professor W.
Scott Thompson addressed the au-
dience in Mateer Auditorium.
First. I publically apologize for
my behavior of said evening. I
regret having acted so rudely to
our guest by interrupting him four
or five times and by laughing at
some of the statements he made.
To explain, not condone, the way I
behaved, one must understand
why I responded the way I did. Ijust got very upset when Dr.
Thompson hurled a slanderous
statement at my good friend, Keith
Blaha. by referring to him as
"slimy." I can understand the way
Dr. Thompson reacted because of
the hostility he had to endure that
evening, but that in no way excuses
him for any of the tasteless re-
marks that he made, either.
As you may have already heard
from the people who attended the
lecture and have the slightest bit of
knowledge about the Vietnam War,
Dr. Thompson made several mis-
statements that evening, either
from misinterpreting the facts or
by chosing to ignore them. I find it
interesting that he thinks Ngo Dinh
Diem would have been a better
alternative to totalitarian commu-
nism. After all. he reasoned, there
were no boat people fleeing the
country when Diem or Theiu were
in power. Why should they? At the
time, they had the alernative to
flee north, which many did. Also. I
certainly understand Dr. Thomp-
son's assertion that Diem had popu-
lar support. After all look: at the
large number of Buddhist monks
who set themselves on fire to show
their support for him. Or the stu-
dents who battled Diem's secret
police who showed how much they
cared for him as leader.
However, what troubles me the
most is the way in which Dr.
Thompson, Tim my Spence and
many others like them engage in
the most shamefully idolatrous act
of the 20th century. I refer to the
way these people worship the false
god they have created, the Ameri-
can nation and way of life. These
people are so quick to point out the
injustices and evilness that goes on
in all communist nations. However,
u i Wise Man once said. "And
1M2
Apologie
why do you look at the speck in
your brother's eye, but do not
notice the log that is in your own?
.. You hypocrites, first take the log
out of your eye, and then you will
see clearly enough to take the
speck out of your brother's eye."
(Matt. :3, 5).
America claims, to be a "God-
fearing" people and yet the injus-
tices in our own country (the un-
equal distribution of wealth, op-
pression of minorities such as
blacks and women, etc.) parallel
those in any, of the communist
nations. Our injustices may not
seem to be as severe as their's (?).
but in God's eyes, I don't think that
matters. We in this country are as
unjust as they. I think it's time that
America wake up, stop worshipping
the false god they've created, and
reestablish justice and seek good
again. Otherwise, I think this coun-
try is in a lot of truble. I fear our
current leaders and people like
them think that war is all fun and
lames. (Notice how often strateg-- cS
moves are spoken of in the terms
of a chess game.) Yet I think the
need to go no further than the
wives and children of the 360 or so
victims who were aboard the Gener-
al Belgrano or the 30 victims who
were aboard the H.M.S. Sheffield in
that "joke" crisis in the Falkland!
to know that war is not a funny
matter, but in fact "War is Hell!"
Edward J. Heupler
BoxC-lBO- O
Lennon's Mots;
For The Editor
Dear Editor, .
In the words of the late John
Lennon: "You think your so clever
and classless and free, but you're
still f g peasants as far as I can
see."
From sea to shining sea.
Sincerely yours,
. James R. Denne
BOSH!,
Editor:
Of Timothy Spence's editorial in
Voice, 7 May 1982, one word only is
required: BOSH!
Floyd Watts
Department of History
Cay Awareness
Dear Editor,
I feel that it is extremely impor-- .
tant that members of the college
community become aware of the
large gaylesbian population at the
College of Wooster (approx. 200
students), as well as in the society
at large (approx. 15 of the total
population). As students, we too
often feel excluded from the major
issues, thinking we are not affect-
ed; but homosexuality is something
that we all come in contact with
daily whether or not we acknowl-
edge it
Tuesday, May 18, is GayLesbian
Awareness Day and 'there will be
several programs throughout the
evening: A slide presentation enti-
tled "Women Loving Women" will
be shown in the pit at 5 p.m. and 6
p.m., an information table will be
set up in Lowry during dinner, and
a movie followed by an open dis-
cussion will be hosted by the Gay
Lesbian Support Group in Douglass
Lounge at 8 p.m.
I encourage everyone to make it
a point to attend as many of these
programs as possible and take this
opportunity to educate themselves
on this very real issue.
Cathy Thomas
Co-coordina- tor,
GayLesbian Support Group .
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News
Digest
BY DAN McKENTY and
CHRIS LUSE
LONDON Britain claims to
have sunk an Argentine tanker in
the Falkland Sounds, thus blocking
oft the waterway between the is-
land and cutting off the Argentine
forces. As Britain prepares for a
possible invasion, Argentina warns
any British ship approaching the
Falklands in the South Atlantic will
be considered hostile. Tuesday, the
UN Secretary-Gener- al said his me
diation efforts are "far from a
solution." British officials say Ar-
gentine insistence on sovereignty is
the deadlock.
WASHINGTON Secretary of
State Haig told the Senate Foreign
Relations panel the "worst thing to
do" Is to ratify the U7 SALT II
treaty. He said SALT U is dead and
he backs Reagan's arms-contr- ol
plan. He also Said support of Rea-
gan's military buildup would aid in
the upcoming SALT talks in Gene-
va.
ROME Pope John Paul H's
' visit to England will be cancelled if
the Falklands crisis is not resolved,
said British primate Cardinal
Hume. This announcement came as
the Pope was preparing to leave for
the Shrine at Fatima. Portugal,
This visit, if it takes place, will be
the first time a pope has visited the
British isles.
TEL AVIV Israel bombed PLO
bases in southern Lebanon for the
second time in two weeks. Rocket
attacks on Israeli towns in northern
Galilee were fired on in retaliation
by Palestinian guerrillas. "Repeat-
ed and Grave" violations of the
border agreement by the PLO trig-
gered the bombings, said Israeli
officials.
WARSAW 1,000 demonstrators
in Warsaw's Victory Square were
dispersed by Polish riot police
hours after a military parade. This
occurred despite a plea by Catholic
primate Jozef Glemp for the young
people not to participate in further
riots. Solidarity leaders also called
for a 15 minute strike on Thursday
to mark five months of martial
law.
SAL SALVADOR According to
visitors to the area, regions north
of the capitol are being reinforced
with additional troops to ward off
leftist guerrilla attacks. Insurgent
forces have resumed their activi-
ties in the area in the past two
weeks, returning, after army forces
had pushed them out late last year.
- WASHINGTON The Senate
narrowly defeated an amendment,
backed by the Democrats, to undo
the Social Security provision of the
administration's budget proposal. A
'. budget package different from Rea-
gan's and the Senate Budget Com-
mittee's is being drafted by House
Republicans. Their chief problem
with the Senate plan is its plan for
raising taxes over $40 billion over
the next three years to bolster the
Social Security system.
WASHINGTON The House
passed a $1 billion mortgage-subsid- y
plan to aid the ailing housing
industry, despite opposition from
the administration. Separately, a
measure to aid troubled thrift insti-
tutions was passed by the House
Banking Committee.
EUREKA. ILL. In a speech at
Eureka College, his old alma ma-
ter. President Reagan proposed
US-Sov- iet talks for a sharp de-
crease in nuclear stockpiles. The
President asked for an initial cut to
Continued on Page 4
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considerably reduced.
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Quick Budget Resolve Necessary
' BY WARREN SEEDEL
The battle between the Demo-
crats and Republicans over the
federal budget is at full speed now.
Unfortunately, the bipartisan sup-
port for the President's economic
recovery program which existed
last year seems to have waned
some, although there Is a glimmer
of hope for full recovery.
It is vitally important for the
nation that the budget dispute be
resolved quickly and efficiently.
The President and Republican lead-
ers in Congress have shown a
willingness to compromise. Now it
is time for the opposition to follow
suit . " " . .
The major disagreements be-
tween the Democrats and Republi-
cans on the budget issue arise over
the question of how runaway defi-
cits should be controlled. As long as
the deficits remain too high, inter-
est rates will also remain too high.
This will effectively thwart the
President's economic recovery pro-
gram.
A compromise on the budget is
not totally unrealistic. The gap
between the two parties has al-
ready narrowed substantially. The
Republicans want to eliminate un-
necessary and excessive . growth
and waste in entitlement programs
irh a welfare and social securitv.
and in various discretionary pro
grams sucn as energy ana puouc
.works.
The Democrats on the other hand
want huge cuts in military spend-
ing and large increases in tax
revenue. Mr. Reagan has already
S95 billion in in
creased revenue. He is correct
however, in refusing to delay tne
next round of tax cuts, scheduled
far this Julv. One must remember
that Ronald Reagan was elected on
a platform which called for an
increase in military sirengin ana
tsv reductions. His nroerams
should not be abandoned after hav-
ing only been in effect less than two
years.
Altkmiah the can between the
parties seems insurmountable, the
range of dinerence is not an mai
great and there are signs that the
negotiators may be willing to com-
promise. Already the projected
budget deficit for 1985 has been
PROFESSION tHEftl
MDWH.V1E
DOtfTlJEEDh
STUPID TESTI-S- ,
Tn the area of defense SDendinS.
the President has already agreed to
accept .nearly Z3 c-iiii-on in cuu.
i nnssihle that further waste and
fat can be successfully eliminated
from the Pentagon nuaget witnoui
endangering the President's com-
mitment to make America strong
again. .
Politicians of both parties are
understandably reluctant to touch
entitlement programs such as So-
cial Security, especially in an elec-
tion year. But the fact of the
matter is that social security pay-
ments in recent years have risen
faster than the cost of living when
hAiisincr and eovernment-oai- d
health care
.
are factored
m .
in. Given
. A
J
)
the grave state oi tne economy, u
does not seem unreasonable to
limit these payments to increase in
cost of living.
A possible way to eliminate fu-
ture deficits is through fundamen-
tal tax reform. Congress should act
to close the numerous loopholes,
special exemptions and deductions
which have been estimated to cost
the government nearly $200 billion
a year, or almost double the cur-
rent projected deficit.
The concept of a Constitutional
amendment requiring a balanced
budget has gained tremendous sup-
port recently. But the passage of
such an amendment will be diffi-
cult and could not possibly occur
for several more years.
Thus, the conflicting ideologies
over the budget must each compro-
mise in the best interests of the
nation. The President may risk a
slide in the polls if he refuses to
compromise further and his oppo-
nents may risk the wrath of the
voters in an election year if they
act irresponsibly, by refusing to
compromise and attack the Presi-
dent too vehemently.
Applications for editors of Index or
Thistle will be accepted by the
Publications Committee until Mon-
day, May 24. Letters of application
stating qualifications and reasons
for interest in the job(s) should be
submitted to Professor Henry Her-
ring, Kauke HalL
Start False
With START
BY DANIEL J. SIKORSXI .
Guest Columnist
In an effort to break his warmon-
ger image (and placate the Nuclear
Freeze people), Ronald Reagan has
decided to try Strategic Arms Re-
duction Talks (START for short).
Externally, this looks like a step
in the right direction after nearly
forty years of walking backwards.
However, the Reagan Administra-
tion is apparently going into these
talks intending on coming out with
what we went in with: no agree-
ment and a new Cold War. These
talks are planned to fail so that,
upon returning empty-hande-d, they
can say to the Freeze people (and
other concerned and worried citi-
zens), "We tried, but those darn
Russkies wouldn't agree to any of
our proposals."
In fact, these proposals are
planned so that the Soviets
wouldn't dream of agreeing to
them. The intention is, now being
able to say "we tried," that Rea-
gan's war machine ean blot itself(and us) to doomsday without
much more internal pressure. Also,
the U.S. is going in with the inten-
tion of not givign in on anything, so
that no compromise is possible(and thus, no START agreement).
Example: The U.S. is expected to
propose that the Soviets reduce
their "throw-weigh- t" (the total
weight of everything launched wth
a missile") from 4.1 million kilo-
grams to 1.7 millon kilograms
Continued on Page 4
Spencer Defends Spence
Editor,
From The Wooster Voice, Friday,
May 7th: "The United States of
America will not be a healthier
place to live if the likes of Thomp-
son and Spence are allowed to pass
themselves off as defenders of de-
mocracy."
I suggest that the statement
would be made more senseful by
removing the word "not" I don't
call this nit-pickin- g, but rather
what is for real.
Herbert C. Spencer, '50
327 W. Vine St
Wooster
Page!
Hero At Vocstcr
BY SUSAN FIGGE
To paraphrase literary critic
Scott Buchanon, "a trip to Greece
is a return to the embers of the
world." That those embers contin-
ue to glow is the experience of
twenty seven students who partici--
last summer in the WoosterSatedi Greece program. At Wednes-
day's convocation ten alumni of the
program together with coordinators
Professors Leslie and Joseph Day
will recapture with the help of
slides the study, travel, humor,
weariness, elation, pitfalls and re-
wards of 8 weeks in what history
texts refer to as. "the cradle of
western civilization."
Mary Beth Boyd, Meg Wehrly,
Antoinette Wire, Sarah Levy, Ann
West, Peggy Mook. Stuart Wil-
liams, Jean Fisher, Susan Sheer
and Ann Archibald will describe,
their visits to Crete and Athens,
encounters with Byzantine and
modern Greece, post program trav-
el experiences and miscellaneous
comical episodes along the way.
Wooster and Greece have had a
long and fruitful relationship, ex-
tending back to the days when
Greek was a required language
(unless you signed up for mathe-
matics). Many faculty have done
leave research in Greece, the cam-
pus is greatly enriched by the
presence of Greek students, and the
Wooster in Greece Program carries
students every two years back to
the sources of western culture. , '
Many of the students have noted
the continuity of Greek tradition
from 2000 BCE to the present day.
The elements of the Bronze, Classi-
cal and Byzantine Ages still part of
modern Greek culture range from
agricultural practices and domestic
architecture to religion and lan-
guage. Wooster in Greece offers not
only an off campus program but ajourney through time as welL
How do American students sur-
vive, learn from and enjoy their
plunge into the Ancient World and
their experience of modern day
Greece? Wednesday's convocation
speakers have promised an imme-
diate and very personal perspective
on revisiting cultural origins.
Strong Navy
A NecGGGitfy
BY JOHN IflANO
A British failure to retake the
Falkland Islands could be a signal
for any dictator in the world to use
force to stake out his claims. We
should take it as sign to maintain a
strong Navy. ' ' 1
As world trade increases it be-
comes more important to be able to
extend naval power as welL Britain
would not be in the risky position
she is now in the South Atlantic if
she had maintained an adequate
navy equipped with attack carriers.
A single Nimitz class carrier could
have wiped out the entire Argentine
Air Force with ease. If General
"What's His Name This Week" had
been facing such strength he cer-
tainly would not have embarked
such a blatant act of aggression.
The only way to maintain peace
is through strength. For the same
reason we need police in the streets
we must have a strong navy in the
seas. It is unfortunate, but as the
British have found out, we live in a
cruel world.
Page 4
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which just happens to be the throw-weig- ht
of our missiles. Effectively,
the Soviet are going to be asked to
reduce the size of their missiles
while our missiles remain un-
touched (some parity) which, of
course is something the Soviets will
never agree to. Besides, throw-weig- ht
has little to do with the
actual destructive power of a nucle-
ar device. The important thing is
the number and power of the war-
heads. U.S. missiles, despite being
smaller, are by and large more
powerful with regard to number of
warheads per missile, as well as
kilo- - and megatonnage per war-
head. A much more logical (as well
as agreeable) proposal would be to
a) limit the number of warheads
per missile, andor b) limit kiloton-nag-e(God forbid megatons!) per
warhead. Both sides can stand
some major reductions in those two
areas.
Example: The U.S. is going into
these talks with a "no fallback"
policy, which means that even if
the Soviets are willing to compro-
mise, we aren't (this policy, as well
as the'throw-weight- " proposal, is
the brain(U child of the. assistant
secretary of defense for interna-
tional security policy. Richard N.
PerleX. Obviously, there can be no
progress whatsoever if one side
refuses to give a little to gain a lot
For real advances to be nude in
the struggle to head off Armaged-
don, both sides have to work to-
gether, not against each other.
Example: The U.S. will almost
definitely demand on-si- te inspec-
tion, something that the Soviets
never have agreed to and proba-
bly never will agree to. On-si- te
inspection is, admittedly, the only
way to be sure that the other side is
complying with the agreements.
However, one never hears of the
Soviet right to inspect our sites. If
they are not to be trusted by us,
how is it expected that we will be
trusted by them? There must either
be mutual trust or mutual inspec-
tions; there is no fairer way.
Perhaps the most hypocritical
(not to mention absurd) belief of
this Administration is that in order
to talk about reducing our nuclear
might, and we have to bloat it first(meaning that after reductions,
we're right back where we start-
ed).
First, if reductios are achieved,
the cost of building the missiles to
be dismantled will be totally wast-
ed, and the cost of dismantling
them just as wasted. The question
is, if we are going into these
reductions talks (the way Reagan
describes them and the way he
feels about them being totally dif-
ferent), why build up if we are
going to reduce?
Second, this massive buildup will
only make the Soviets more scared,
forcing them into a more hard-lin- e
negotiating position, rather than a
conciliatory mode (let's put it this
way: If you are scared by a
mugger, do you let him know it?
Only if you are a fool). We are
going into these talks, effectively
saying "If you don't agree with us
unquestioningly, ..." Much moe can
be accomplished by entering these
talks (preferably under the Freeze)
saying, "We've made the first step
in good faith. It's, your move. We
dare yon to prove us wrong abut
you." And although Reagan may be
right about the Soviets having a
missile advantage, the important
part of the missile is the warhead,
and the U.S. has a clear advantage
in that area.
It is obvious that this Administra-
tion is planned to stop START
before it starts. If Ronald Reagan
never seriously intended to reduce
nuclear arms, he should have saidjust so at the outset instead of
attempting to deceive the Ameri-
can public. If we were serous about
START, we would go in with rea-
sonable proposals and a willingness
to compromise.
If all goes as planned, the Rea-
gan Administration will succeed in
what they wanted out of START:
totally destroying arms reduction
talks in such a manner that they
can try to pass off the blame on the
Soviet Union. Unfortunately, Mr.
Reagan, the fickle finger of fate is
pointing directly at you.
world." Feminist concerns include
peacemaking, world hunger, wom-
en's rights to control their own
bodies, and the battering of chil-
dren and women (to name just a
few). Are these . not socially rele-
vant issues? .. :
Seriously, Beth, 1 think you're
missing the point The specific
incidents that you mention are not
the issues at the heart of the
contemporary feminist movement
Nor is every . incident of sexual
harassment merely a Harmless
"boyish prank." Arguments such
as yours are simply an easy way
for the existing power structure to
trivialize women's struggle for true
equality. It's true that our fore--
mother's efforts brought about im-
portant changes and have given
today's women more opportunities
than we hve ever had, but this
certainly does not mean that we
should stop here. The solution will
never be as easy as putting a few
girls on the Little League team.
Your letter really has taught me
something. It's the thing that
scares me most that we're
becoming complacent
Kaia Phillis, C-24- 63
Roreman Is Complacent
Editor:
I'd like to thank Elizabeth Kore-ma- n
for her enlightening letter
published in last week's issue. I
never realized how misinformed
I've been about the world around
me. I'm grateful to her for clarify-
ing several points.
First, (and probably least impor-
tant) I like having doors opened for
me, especially when I have my
hands full. I've never felt threat-
ened by that simple act of courtesy,
and when in a position to do so I
usually will do the same, regard-
less of the sex of the person for
whom I'm holding a door. I guess
that means I'm not a "feminist"
Next, I was delighted to learn
that "We (women) have successful-
ly invaded the ranks of all male
institutions ... We have won our
battle." Where did I get the idea
that the goal of the feminist move
ment was the creation of human
institutions, in which women and
men share equally in power and
opportunities? --.
After that we are told that "we(women) are called to now turn ...
to the broader problems of the
False Start
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Women Upset
Over Koreman
Editor's note: The following let-
ter is written in response to a letter
appearing in The Wooster Voice of
May 7, 1982 ("Stop Worrying About
Feminism").
Dear Ms. Koreman,
We were quite disturbed by your
obvious misconceptions of "the new
generation of feminists." To under-
stand the feminist movement fully,
one must look beyond such surface
issues as, "some kind gentleman
holding a door," "boyish pranks,"
and "petty squables over linguis-
tics."
Oppression and discrimination of
women is a reality. Discrimination
against women is built into our
patriarchal institutions, and there-
fore, exists in a much more subtle
form than it did in the 18th century.
According to Elisabeth Schuessler
Fiorenza, "Society's patriarchal
structure guides our legal, econom-
ic, cultural, religious, and educa-
tional systems."
When you say that "We (Le.
women) have successfully invaded
the ranks of all male institutions
from the aerospace program to
Little League," you are severely
mistaken. According to the State-
ment of Purpose of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) al-
though 46.4 of all American wom-
en between the ages of 18 and 65
now work outside the home, the
overwhelming majority 75
are in routine clerical, sales or
factory jobs, or they are household
workers, cleaning women, hospital
attendants. Working women are
becoming increasingly not less
concentrated on the bottom of
the job ladder. As a consequence
full-tim- e women workers today
earn on the average only 60 of
what men earn, and that wage gap
has been increasing over the past
25 years in every major industry
group.
Furthermore, "In all the profes-
sions considered of importance to
society, and in the executive ranks
of industry and government, wom-
en are losing ground. Where they
are present it is only a taken
handful. Women comprise less than
1 of federal judges; less than 4
of all lawyers; 7 of doctors. Yet
women represent 51 of the U.S.
population. And, increasingly, men
are replacing women in the top
positions in secondary and elemen-
tary schools, in social work, and in
libraries-onc- e thought to be wom-
en's fields."
We too agree with Charles Four-ri- er
th a t " T h e extension of wom-
en's rights is the basic principal of
social progress." Feminism is not
an anachronism. We hope you willjoin us in our effort to alleviate one
of the "greater problems which
face the world;" the oppression
of women.
Dora Sorce, Box 2815
C. Clara Nelson, Box 2683
Sandra Silo, Box 2697
News Digest
Continued From Page 3
"at least a third below the present
levels."
WASHINGTON John Hinckley
Jr.'s brother and sister testified
that they tried to persuede their
father to institutionalize Hinckley
three weeks before the shooting.
They testified at Hinckley's trial
for the attempted killings of Presi-
dent Reagan and three others on
March 30, 1981.
Now Bs The Time
For Weapons Heal?
BY JEFF HENDRICKSON
Guest Columnist
Why is it now the time to call for
a freeze on nuclear weapons? First
of all, the Soviet Union and the U.S.
are now in a position of relative
parity (contrary to the opinion of
the article in the April 12th issue of
the Voice which questioned the
facts behind the Freeze). Since the
Soviets are taking a different route
in their nuclear strategy (empha-
sizing sheer explosive force over
accuracy), they have more mega-
tons of nuclear weapons, while we
have about 2,500 more strategic
nuclear weapons than they do (that
is, weapons aimed at cities or
industries). And, if you think about
it both sides could claim that they
were entering the Freeze in a
superior position. Actually, all
these figures begin to baffle my
mind when I realize that the stock-
pile of weapons between the two
countries is more than one million
times the force of the bomb
dropped on Hiroshima.
Secondly, there is tremendous
support for the Freeze in Europe st
this time, and if the U.S. added its
voice to the proposal it might begin
to turn around this entire arms
escalation process. Thirdly, it is
now clear that our permanent war
economy needlessly drains our
country's resources while at the
same time deteriorating our nation-
al security. Yes, it is true we are
escalating armaments at the ex-
pense of national security, and
even moreso at the expense of
Voice Stands
Dear Editor:
Your account of my remarks at
the Wagner forum on racism, fea-
tured in the May 7, 1982 issue of
your paper, contained some impor-
tant errors and omissions which
should be corrected. The main
point of my argument was that it is
impossible for a powerless people,
meaning blacks and other minori-
ties, to actually practice racism.
Some blacks are guilty of ethno-centris- m,
but even those blacks
who dislike whites are in no posi-
tion to actually limit their accessi-
bility to the material and non-mater- ial
goods of this society.
Whites, having control of the insti-
tutions of power, can and do limit
black participation in society. Eth-noeentri- sm
plus power equal rac-
ism.
I also want to be clear in saying
that the concern shown for what is
happening in South Africa on this
and other campuses- - across the
nation is good. However; that con-
cern is not legitimate if it is simply
an escape from the reality of rac-
ism in America. We must - not
forget the forces of racism in our
own backyard.
I further stated that the defeat of
the cultural proposal by faculty and
administrators was unfortunate for
two reasons. First it meant that
white students could graduate from
Wooster without being exposed to
courses which address the history
and the contributions of African-America- ns
in society. A black stu-
dent cannot graduate from Wooster
without thorough exposure to the
contributions of whites to this socie-
ty, but whites will be in a position
to avoid all contact with courses
world security in general. The Eu-
ropeans understand the tenuous se-
curity that exists, and realize that
if the escalation continues they will
be the likely ' losers. Demonstra-
tions have occurred recently in
Bonn, London, Rome, Paris, East
Berlin, Brussels and Amsterdam,
with a total of 1.3 million people
marching to protest the arms race.
We do not seem to realize yet that
this a race that is at minimum
immoral, and is a race that no one
can win.
The Freeze is a- - reasonable pro-
gram to follow at this time, would
return valuable resources to the
civilian economy, and would enable
us to possibly turn the tide on arms
escalations and make the world a
safer place in which to live. It may
be one of the most reasonable
things we could do in 1982, and it
might even restore God's faith in
us a little. "Ah, Sovereign Lord,
you have made the heavens and the
earth by you great power and
outstretched arm. Nothing is too
hard for you." (Jeremiah 32:17).
And for those of you who are still
skeptical, the March 24th and May
5th (1982) issues of The Christian
Century go. into greater detail
about the facts and figures that I
presented here. Please consult
these periodicals, as well as the
issues of the New Yorker from
February 1. 8, and 15 (1982). There
is so much at stake in the issue of
nuclear arms that no one can
afford to be ignorant ...
Corrected
that could help them to overcome
some of their racist thoughts and
attitudes. Secondly, the cultural
program would have created a
context for dialogue .between black
and white students.
Additionally, I mentioned six dis-
turbing signs which evidence the
prominence of racism in our socie-
ty and which offer little hope of an
improved situation for blacks in the
future. They should have been
worded as follows:
(1) The resurgence of the KKK
and other racist elements in socie-
ty.
(2) The growing tendency among
whites to characterize all efforts of
blacks to unify and to build their
own institutions as black racism or
racism-in-revers- e.
(3) The undermining of affirma-
tive action programs and important
civil rights legislation.
(4)
.
The increasing apathy in.
black communities across Ameri-
ca.
(5) The growing alienation of
black youths from the black
church, which is the only institution
blacks own on a wide scale. Black
youths who reject the church tend
to do so because they feel that it is
irrelevant They fail to realize that
the one institution we own will
survive and become relevant only
if we are willing to make it so.(6) The tendency of authoritarian-t-
ype groups like the Moral Ma-jority to address every social prob-
lem in our society but racism.
The account also contained a few
other errors of a typographical
nature, but they are not major.
Lewis V. Baldwin
v Religion Department
The College of Wooster has tradi-
tionally made an attempt to attract
more foreign students every year
on Campus. This policy, as well as
the reason for it is outlined in the
memo sent several days ago by
Dean Holliday, David Wilkin(French Dept). and Susan Figge
(German Dept).
According to this memo, the Col--,
lege of Wooster has invited Barba-
ra and Richard Jurasek from Earl-ha-mCollege and Ellen
Summerfield from Kalamazoo Col-
lege to discuss ways of achieving a
more integrated international com-
munity. The Juraseks are presently
teaching a highly innovative Ger-
man course and Ms. Summerfield
is the director of the Foreign
Studies Program at. her school.
Both of these schools are known for.
their strong and creative interna-
tional emphasis. -
Our guests will be here on Mon-
day, May 17, to discuss their 'ap-
proach to the -- international dimen-
sion at their respective schools and
to give their advice on possible
ways that the College of Wooster
can improve its own performance
on this domain. The administration
feels that our ' school has great
potential which needs to be more
effectively organized.
This effort seems to me to be
necessary and commendable.
There are, however, several things
that rd like to caution the adminis-
tration with. First of all, if this
attempt is not "all-encompassin- g."
it can hurt rather than help the
Campus. By "all-encompassi- ng" 1
mean that it should address the
Campus as a whole' and lead to
Under Article 53 of the 1972 Yu-shk- in
Constitution, the President
was empowered to take "necessary
emergency measures" when "na-
tional security or the public safety
and order is seriously threatened or
anticipated to be threatened."
Emergency Regulation No. 9 pro-
hibited criticism of the government
or of the constitution; it prohibited
reporting such criticism and
banned political meetings and dem-
onstrations. In addition, the 1961
Anti-Communi- st Law and the 1960
National Security Law were (and
the latter still is) widely interpret-
ed, so that those peacefully ex-
pressing criticism of the govern-
ment could be prosecuted. Martial
law was imposed on the whole
country immediately after Presi-
dent Parks was assasinated in 1979.
Despite steps taken by the new
government in favor of human
rights, there was an increase in
labor disputes and student demon-
strations for the abolition of the
Yushkin Constitution. On May 17,
1980, the government issued a dec-
laration justifying the nationwide
martial law. The following day, a
student demonstration took place in
Kwangju. The demonstration ended
in considerable violence after the
dispersal of the crowd by para-
troopers. After much violence and
disorder, the government resigned
in August and on August 27. Chun
Doo-hwa- n became President. A
new constitution was adopted in
October. Fundamental rights are
not described as "limited by law,"
but may still be restricted "when
necessary for national security" as
long as "no essential aspect of the
more integration among American
and foreign students.
Secondly, it is great that the
administration is going to try to
utilize the local foreign potential
namely, foreign students, language
departments, programs abroad,
etc. It might be useful, though, if
there is an effort to include the
whole Campus in the formulation of
new guidelines and approaches to
the international experience at
Wooster. In any program, the audi-
ence or the participants are just as
important as the organizers and the
presentationprogram itself. So, it
would be useful, if the administra-
tion tried to somehow "pole" the
students and see what suggestions
they have to make in adding a new
international dimension to the Col-
lege. '
By these two suggestions, I hope
that those who do not usually par-
ticipate in the various activities on
Campus dealing with a foreign
perspective, will feel more interest-
ed and, thus, will make the presen-
tation of this perspective more
fruitful for everyone.
Tessie Tzavaras
. The Internationalist
SMITHVILLE INN
109 W. Main, Smlthville OH
'chicken is our specialty'
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S . Korea Violates Human Rights
BY CHRIS CREAGER
wimlj Inttnatkul
Not much has been heard about
the Republic of Korea (South Ko-
rea) since the Korean war in the
1950's. However, recently Amnesty
International reported that on
March 18, 1982, an arson attack
was carried out on the United
States Cultural Center in the south-
ern town of Pusan. One person was
killed and two others were injured
in the fire. The arson attack oc-
curred at a time of increasing
criticism by South Korean dissi-
dents and human rights activists
about the United States support of
President Chun Doo-hwa- n in spite
of continuing violations of human
rights by the South Korean authori-
ties.
Shortly after this incident, the
authorities conducted a nation-wid-e
law and order operation during
which they questioned a number of
known dissidents, mainly in reli- -
circles. Sixteen people weregous
rmerly charged on April 29, 1982.
All except one were charged under
the national security law (NSL).
The NSL provides penalties rang-
ing from five years' imprisonment
to a sentence of death for people
convicted of activities relating to
an "anti-stat- e organization" or
which are beneficial to North Ko-
rea. The names of the accused
have not all been confirmed yet
Most of them are believed to be
students from colleges in Pusan.
Students in South Korea have
also been active in protesting the'
constitution that allowed the exist-
ence of such laws as-- the NSL.
The IntfernatfionaliGf
freedom or right shall be violated."
In January the Anti-Commun- ist
Law was abolished although claus-
es banning activities in support of
North Korea have been incorporat-
ed into the National Security Law.
The two students charged in the
recent arson attack. Moon Pu-shi- k,
aged 23, and Kim Un-su- k, aged 24,
gave themselveup to the police on
April 1. Kim Hyong-jan- g, aged 32, a
writer and human rights activist, is
charged with helping to plan --the
arson. He gave himself up to the
police on April 2. Father Choi Ki-si- k,
aged 40, a Roman Catholic
priest, was arrested on April 5, and
is charged with giving Kim Hyong-jan- g
shelter for 22 months. On
April 15, a group of Catholic and
Protestant activists issued a state-
ment claiming that some of the
suspects in this case have been
tortured. Although government
spokesmen are reported to have
said that "there will be no torture,"
Amnesty International is concerned
that, as often in the past in South
Korea, torture may be used to
secure a suspect's confession of
guilt
Amnesty International is inde-penda- nt
of all governments, politi-
cal factions, ideologies, economic
interests and religious creeds. It
opposes torture and the death pen-
alty in all cases without reservation
and advocates fair and prompt
trials for all political prisoners.
Next Tuesday May 18 during din-
ner, the Wooster Amnesty Interna-
tional group will be spnsoring a
letter-writin- g- campaign to protest
the possible use of torture on the
present suspects and to urge the
authorities to allow free reporting
of all aspects of the case and to
allow the defendants immediate
access to their families and law-
yers. Please help us in this effort
VJriDcr Araazcd
Aft Thompson
Editor:
After attending the "distin-
guished" Professor W. Scott
Thompson's lecture and reading
Timothy Spence's editorial of May
7, 1982, I am amazed by the views
of those who choose to conveniently
overlook the facts concerning the
Vietnam War. Mr. Spence wrote
that Dr. Thompson had a "legiti-
mate message" and that in the
future we should "try to commit
ourselves to rational interchange
based on facts and logic"; yet, Mr.
Spence failed to indicate Dr.
Thompson's blatant misstatements
of facts. A somewhat suave speak-
er. Dr. Thompson may have im-
pressed those who knew nothing
about the Vietnam War, but he
appeared as being either an ignora-
mus or a liar to those who have
read documents concerning Viet-
nam. and Indochina.
By claiming that Ho Chi Minn
never had the support of the Viet-
namese populace, Dr. Thompson
totally contradicted a proven his-
torical fact It is interesting to note
that in the 1940's and 1950's there
were numerous American officials
whom Dr. Thompson could hardly
label as having had been Commu-
nists that realized the degree of
Ho's popularity in Indochina. For
example, in 1945, Maj. Allison
Thomas, working as an OSS officer
in Vietnam referred to Ho Chi
Minn as "our friend," stating that
Continued on Page
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U.S. Interests At Stake
In Falkland Islands
BY PATRICK J. GARRITY
Pablic lMunk, Syadfcited. MB.;
As there were "not enough
crises in the world to occupy -- even
the most inexhaustible of diplo-
mats, wafe." now being treate to
the spectacle of a ..possible naval
war between two second-rat- e pow-
ers over some. obscure islands in
the South Atlantic. Were the Falk-
land (or as Buenos Aires would
have it Malvinas) Island ontro- -
variv nnt n serious for the "future
of American security, it would be
almost amusing.
Analysis
On the one side is Great Britain.
Once the proud mistress of the sea,
she is now barely able the scrape
together enough operational com-
batants to threaten a modest Third"
World Navy. Of the two small
carriers that Britain has commit-
ted to the Falklands operation, one(the Invincible) has already been
purchased by Australia: the other(the Hermes) will probably be sold
to Chile. - 1 -- -;
On the other side is Argentina,'
hardly av military Juggernaut' It is
threatened - by another ' territorial
dispute with Chile, and is in ex-
treme economic difficulty. Most of
Argentina's military equipment in
fact, was actually purchased from
either Britain or the United States.
World reaction to this curious
conflict has been interesting to
observe. Argentina, which has the
reputation of being governed by a
classic right wing dictatorship, has
generally filled the role of the
villain. The Soviet Union, beholden
to Argentina for large shipments of
grain, has generally supported Bue-
nos Aires.
But most other leftist and social-
ist
.-
-
groups have condemned the
Argentines; Britain's Labour Par-
ty, which has not exactly been
noted for its concern with military
affairs, has condemned Mrs.
Thatcher's government for its lack
of preparation. London has not
MLKMND
ISMNDS
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r--1 Stanley
escaped opprobrium- - Suit stubbornly
retaining.' a vestige of its . colonial
past but Britain's critics have had
to admit that the islands MOO
residents are solidly pro-Britis- h. .
The Falklands Islands- - are no
small prize; Strategic allythey are
some"-o- f the few -- islands s to ?tbe
entire South Atlantic In both World
Wars, the Falklands played pivotal
roles In1 Britain's efforts to destroy
German ' commerce raiders. --.The
Argentines believe" that the '-a- rea
around the islands is rich in oil and
other minerals a potential that
the hard-press- ed economy of Ar-
gentina cannot afford to ignore.
The Falklands also represent a
significant counter ' in ' the debate
over the future status of the Antar-ti- c
a subject of importance to
both Britain and Argentina.
But even more important is the
effect that a defeat will have on
either nf these two nro-Americ- an
Dla4a . , nf fW
United States' principal natu al-
lies, the abandonment of its sover-
eignty over the Falklands without
satisfaction would destvy --whatever
' remaining status 'London still
has as a great power:.. But if the
Royal Navy fights and is defeated,
or -- even if it loses any of its few
remaining ships, the NATO alliance
will lose much of its slender, mari-
time edge over the Soviet Union.
Before last year's cuts is the
Royal Navy were announced, Brit-
ain was expected to contribute .70
percent of the West's maritime
forces in the eastern Atlantic and
English Channel. This included two
task forces designated for convoy
escort m the event of war in
Europe, one group intended to as-
sist in operations against a Soviet
assault into Norway, one group for
operations against submarines in
the English Channel, and one group
for use- - with an Anglo-Dutc-h am-
phibious force.
A British defeat over the Falk-
land Islands would not only reduce
or eliminate London's ability, to
assist the United State and its
Western European allies, it would
also negate its political will to do
Continued on Page It '." '
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Elizabeth Barany-Schlauc- h will conduct a piano performance Sunday
afternoon. May 16, at 4 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. Barany-Schlauc- h, a
piano instructor at the College, will perform several works of Bach, ,
Beetoven, Schumann, and Prokofieff.
Continued on Page 5
Ho's "new government seems to be
enthusiastically supported by the
majority of the population in every
province of Indochina." Further-
more, in 1947, Charles Reed, the
former Consul at the U.S. Embassy
in Saigon, asserted that "the ma-jority of natives stoutly maintained
that Ho Chi Minn is the man, and
the only one, who represents
them." Besides the aforementioned
examples, there is such a multitude
of historically documented evi-
dence proving that Dr. Thompson's
statements were so inaccurate, that
one wonders how Dr. Thompson
can expound such deceptions.
Although Mr. Spence was quite
correct in criticizing the rude out-
bursts made by certain individuals
who were present at Dr. Thomp-
son's discussion, he failed to men-
tion Dr. Thompson's ad hominem
attacks upon those who disagreed
with him, especially the one direct-
ed at myself. By implying that I
was "slimy" because I believe that
the U.S. was wrong in its policies
toward Vietnam, Dr. Thompson
contributed little towards the "in-
telligent dialogue" that Mr. Spence
so desires.
Concerning Mr. Spence's conten-
tions that the "basis of liberal
thought" was "demeaned" by a
"bunch of myopic left-winger- s," I
suggest that Mr. Spence look at
himself and Dr. Thompson as ex-
amples of individuals who not only
suffer from myopia, but are also
blinded by their ignorance of Third
World liberation movements and by
their rampant fear of Communist
expansion. This ethnocentric blind-
ness causes Dr. Thompson and
others to believe that anyone who
seriously questions and opposes
their viewpoints is more in line
with the "Kremlin's" goals than
with the U.S.'s.
Like a pandemic fever, the "red
scare" attitude seems to be ready
to sweep across the country again,
presenting a potential danger to
anyone whose views are to the left
of Reagan's and his lackey's. Mr.
Spence commented that we should
not go "back-to-the-flower-da- ys
fancy." Perhaps, he wishes to go
back to the 1950's, a period domi-
nated by the illogic of McCarthy-ism- .
If this is the case, Mr. Spence
and Dr. Thompson could then join
each other in waving the American
flag while searching for scapegoats
to label as being "Communists" or
"Communist sympathizers."
Keith E. Blaha
Wo ccn't
afford to
vasfe it.
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ADD EDemmoerafls'
Elggeir (Baijdlgjetf Peffiettf
BY MACKUBIN T. OWENS JB.
Public Research Syndicated, 1M2
As the nation's economic reces-
sion continues, a consensus of sorts
has developed among journalists,
businessmen and congressmen con-
cerning its cause. The recession, it
is claimed, can be attributed to the
record federal budget deficits
projected for this and succeeding
years.
These deficits, it is argued, have
been created by the tax cuts Presi-
dent Reagan forced on Congress
last year. If the nation is to recover
its economic health, it is main-
tained, the budget deficits must be
eliminated.
The adherents to this new consen-
sus recognize that the federal budg-
et can be balanced in only one of
two ways: either by cutting spend-
ing or by. raising taxes. They main-
tain however that with the excep-
tion of defense spending, no more
budget cuts are possible. Their
solution, then, is to raise taxes.
This they would do by means of
"revenue enhancement" from cur-
rently available sources and by
delaying or eliminatingthe remain-
der of the scheduled tax cuts,
including the 10 percent individual
tax cut slated for July.
This reasoning, and the policy
prescriptions that follow from it,
are supported neither by factnor by
logic. Indeed, if the Congress raises
taxes, not only will the budget
deficit hardly be affected, it may
well rise as the economy is thrown
into a deeper recession.
The deficit was not caused by the
Reagan tax cut, mainly because
there has been no appreciable loss
in federal revenues as a result of
the Administration's tax cutting.
According to the Administration's
original plan a 20 percent tax cut
should now be in effect. But be-
cause of a change in emphasis,
from tax reductions designed to
stimulate productivity to concern
for high deficits, the Administra-
tion's proposed tax cuts were de-
layed and reduced.
As a result, the 5 percent reduc-
tion in individual rates that came
into effect in July of 1981 has been
lost to "bracket creep," the tenden-
cy of inflation to boost taxpayers
into higher tax brackets. Conse-
quently, Federal tax receipts, ac-
cording to Paul Craig Roberts,
former Undersecretary of the Trea-
sury for Economic Policy, will
increase in 1982 to 20.3 percent of
the GNP, as opposed to the Carter
Administration's peak of 20.1. Thus,
it is unclear how a non-existe- nt tax
cut could be responsible for the
deficit.
Deficits, it should be remem-
bered, are a normal side effect of
recessions, and the recession is the
result of the Administration's deci-
sion last year to repudiate a major
part of its supply-sid- e, program.
According to Dr. Roberts, when the
Administration announced its pro-
gram, critics "responded that the
result would be an inflationary
explosion. These critics were able
to frighten the Federal Reserve,
the Administration, and the Con-
gress.
"As a result," Dr. Roberts
argues, "the Fed, fearing an infla-
tionary fiscal policy, overcompen-sate- d
on the monetary side, holding
monetary growth flat for half the
year. On the fiscal side the Admin-
istration and the Congress, in an
attempt to keep tax revenues high
and balance the budget, delayed
and scaled back the personal tax
cuts ... Consequently, there was a
deflationary monetary policy and
no tax cut, which guaranteed a
recession and large budget defi-
cits." According to the CBO model,
a fall in economic growth of one
percent will result in a decline in
revenue of $66 billion by 1988. This
analysis reveals that the tax cut,
far from causing high deficits,
would have reduced them had the
program been implemented as
originally proposed.
Analysis
Deficits are' not good. The advo-
cates of supply side economics
have never said, as often charged,
that "deficits don't matter." But
they do recognize that the present
deficits are different from previous
ones. In the past, deficits were used
as a fiscal tool intended to stimu-
late demand-- . The result was the
stagflation that plagued the econo-
my for the last decade. Supply-sid- e
advocates recognize that the tax
revenues lost to the government
result in dollar for dollar increases
in private sector savings, from
which both the deficit can be fi-
nanced, and private credit demand
met To reduce deficits through tax
increases, as advocated by Con-
gress and many businessmen, is to
destroy the salutary affects on the
economic that supply-sid- e incen-
tives will produce.
Deficits will decline as private
savings, investment, and economic
growth are spurred by supply-sid- e
incentives. But, if burdened by the
increased taxes desired by Presi-
dent Reagan's critics, the economy
will decline deeper into recession,
and the result will be even greater
deficits.
If economic growth is to be
achieved, if interest rates are to
decline, if stability is to be estab-
lished, if the deficits are to- - be
reduced, the President's program
must be implemented in such a
way as to allay confusion. Invest-
ment will not occur when Congress
and the Administration are raising
doubts about tax policy. Threats of
a tax increase destroy incentives
because of uncertainty about what
sorts of taxes will be raised and
upon whom they will fall.
De Tocqueville Seen As Model
For Reagan's New Federalism
BY KEN MASUGI
Public Research. Syndicated. 182
In his State of the Union message
President Reagan announced his
plan to transfer responsibility for a
variety of social programs from the
federal government to the states.
Mr. Reagan's proposal for a "New
Federalism" reveals the extent to
which he follows the thinking of the
French political philosopher and
statesman Alexis de Tocqueville.
Mr. Reagan had referred to
Tocqueville in a previous nationally '
televised address on the budget:
More than a century ago a Frenchman came
to America and later wrote a book for hit
countrymen telling them what he had teenhere. He told them that in America when a
citizen taw a problem that needed solving, he
Weir Aire
s
On the other hand, monetary
policy must be consistent. Last
spring monetary growth was above
the Fed's "target," which revived
concern about inflation. But from
April to October, the money supply(Ml) actually fell by 1300 million, '
and helped to precipitate the reces-
sion. Now, once again, figures indi-
cate excessive growth in the money
supply. Volatility in monetary
growth makes it impossible to
know or even to guess the direction
of monetary policy.
It is uncertainty about monetary
policy, and not the deficit, that has
caused high interest rates by induc-
ing lenders to demand an "uncer-
tainty premium." The greater the
uncertainty, the greater the prem-
ium and the higher the interest
rate.
The current economic situation
cannot be blamed on supply-sid- e
economics. Insofar as the Adminis-
tration bears any responsibility for
the recession, it is for not insisting
on the implementation of supply-sid- e
economics. If the President is
forced to abandon or delay the
remainder of his tax program, the
consequences could well be devas-
tating. The best policy for Congress
is to allow the Administration's tax
cuts to stand, and to limit its own
spending. The best policy for the
citizen is to closely monitor his
Congressman.
would cross the street and talk to a neighbor
about it, and the first thing you know a
committee would be formed ana before long
the problem would be solved.
'And then,' he added, 'you may. not believe
this, but not a single bureaucrat would everhave been involved.
The book to which Mr. Reagan
referred was Tocqueville's, Democ-
racy in America. This priceless gift
to defenders of freedom offerspraise and criticism of democracy
as a form of government and a way .
of life. Of all the marvelous in-
sights contained in this book, the
one .most immediately relevant to
Mr. Reagan's legislative program
is Tocqueville's belief that the
growth of centralized power posed
a threat to the liberty of citizens in
Continued on Page 16
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Bryant Leaves Admissions
Continued From Page 1
"And I think that the structure and
strategy employed in the recruit
ment of minorities have to be
supported by sensitive and con-
cerned faculty and administration.
"I would like to add further,"
Bryant said, "that students and in
particular minority students cur-
rently enrolled have to accept and
assume their share of the responsi-
bility in the area of developing and
maintaining a legitimate black
community.
"Students have to be both outspo-
ken and willing to speak positively
about their own experiences and
support the efforts of the Admis-
sions office. I realize this might
sound very negative," Bryant con-
tinued, "but I am making these
comments with the hope there will
be some positive outcome in the
long run." r -
"I just want to add that there is
tremendous competition for out-
standing and academically capable
students, .in particular black stu-
dents." Bryant said he thought that
"a more aggressive approach can
capture Wooster's share of those
students, but it won't happen,", he
Final regulations for the PLUS
loan program were announced last
week by the U.S. Department of
Education. -
. .
Under the program authorized in
the Education Amendments of 1980.
parents of dependent undergradu-
ate students may borrow for educa-
tional purposes. The Reconciliation
Act of 1981 expanded the definition
of "eligible borrower" to include
undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents who are independent of their
parents.
According to regulations in the
Federal Register, parents may bor-
row up to $3,000 a year to a
cumulative total of $15,000 for each
dependent undergraduate student
in the family. The loans to parents
are in addition to any amount the
student may borrow under the
- Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(GSL). (The maximum GSL for
undergraduate study is $2,500 a
year to a cumulative total of $12,-500- ).
Annual and cumulative PLUS
loan amounts for graduate students
are the same as for parents. Addi-
tionally, however, graduate stu-
dents may borrow up to $5,000 a
year to a cumulative total of $25,000
under the GSLP. -
The independent undergraduate
student's PLUS loan and GSL com-
bined may not exceed $2,500 a year
or a cumulative total of $12,500.
Interest on PLUS loans is set at
14 percent. However, -- if l-d- ay
Treasury bill "rates drop below 14
percent for a 12-mo-nth period, the
PLUS interest rate will drop to 12
percent
Parents must begin paying both
principal and interest within 0
days after the funds have been
disbursed. While students enrolled
full-ti- me are not required to make
" principal payments until they leave
school, they must pay interest from
Hm the Imn ii made.
Unlike the GSLP, PLUS borrow
ers do not undergo neea analysis w
continued, "with a half-steppin- g,
less than committed effort"
While working at Wooster,
Bryant said he has had "a real
positive experience. I think Woo-
ster is a great place to work, and a
great school to represent"
Asked about his yet unnamed
successor, Bryant said, "I think
that I have had some failings.
Where I hope my successor will be
more successful is in the area of
working with the faculty and in
particular in. enlisting the black
faculty, to assist in the recruitment
of black students more actively.
This is not a criticism of the
faculty," Bryant cautioned. "The
point is I hope my successor will do
a better job." --
Sneaking about the effectiveness
of Wooster's recruitment of black
students. Bryant said, "I think the
Admissions office employs the ap--
strategies and nas ai-w- edEropnate
me the flexibility to attempt
to develop and maintain a legiti
mate black student community.
"Our attrition rate is abomina
ble.", Bryant said. "It would be
very easy for critics of Admissions'
effort to say that we are bringing
the wrong type of student to the
Internships, Scholcrships Avcilcblo
determine eligibility for a loan. In
most other respects, rules govern-
ing the GSLP apply to PLUS. For
example, the loan debt will be
cancelled in the event of the bor-
rower's death, or total and perma-
nent disability or for bankruptcy.
The PLUS borrower may defer
principal payments for authorized
purposes (e.g. for up to three years
while serving in the military).
However, he or she must pay
interest that accrues during the
deferment period. When the par-
ents are co-mak-ers of a loan, both
Loan Schedule Announced
From Press Services
The Department of Education an-
nounced the schedule for determining a
student's need for a subsidised Guaran-
teed Student Loan (GSL) in the 1082-4- 3
school year. -
The amended family contribution
schedule published is a notice in the
Federal Register today will enable poa-tsecond- ary
education institutions to cal-
culate how much the family is able
and. therefore, expected to contribute
toward the cost of education. Unless
disapproved by the Congress withn 30
days, the schedules will apply to loans
for periods of instruction between July 1.
1S82 and June 30. 1983.
' Only applicants whose families have
adjusted gross Incomes above $30,000
must undergo seed analysis in order to
qualify for a subsidised GSL. Others
qualify automatically. For the 1982-8- 3
award period, adjusted gross income is
the amount reported by famly members
on 1S&1 federal income tax returns.
Need for a subsidized loan (one on
which the federal government pays the
interest) is established by three factors-ezpeete- d
family contribution, other aid
the student is receiving and the cost of
education at a particular . school. The
sum of the first two factors is subtracted
from the cost of education to see if a gap
exists. The gap represents the students'
need.
When there is a gap of $1,000 or more,
the student is eligible to borrow the
needed amount up to a maximum of
$2,500 for undergraduate study of 15,000
for graduate study in an academic year.
When the gap is between $500 and $1,000,
the student Is eligible for the minimum
subsidized loan of ILOOO. -
College of Wooster. I would refute
this," Bryant said, "and I would
suggest that some of the most
successful black graduates of the
College often possess characteris-
tics which did not predict the aca-
demic experience that might have
been expected of them.
"We should realize," Bryant con-
tinued, "that there are limitations
relative to attracting black stu-
dents." "There are some very ob-
vious factors, as well as some
which are less obvious."
Among these factors are: the
current size of the black student
community; the demand of Woo-
ster's academic program; the com-
petition for qualified candidates;
Wooster's location; Wooster's cost;
and finally its commitment to de-
veloping a black student communi-
ty, Bryant indicated.
As for final comments upon leav-
ing Wooster. Bryant said, "As an
alumnus. I am very concerned but
confident that the College's com-
mitted effort will result in a stable
and diverse student body. I think
that faculty and administrators
must be the advocates for a diverse
student body. We are all in this
together."
parties must qualify for program
benefits, such as cancellation or
deferment
PLUS is not an acronym but a
term used to denote a loan in
addition to a GSL. Loan principal.
nrmridMl nrimariW hv the nrivate
lending community, is guaranteed
hv stat and nrtvate nonnrofit
guarantee agencies which are rein
sured by tne eaerai government.
Currently, the loans are available
in 23 States and are expected to be
available in all states oy tne oegm
ning of the 1982-8- 3 school year.
to calculate the expected family con
tribution, tne scnooi may use: -tainia rotm annrnved
by the Secretaryof Education for use in
awarding aid under the campus-base- d
programs (Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants, College Work-Stud- y
al Natimal rrirwrt Student Loans): or.
the tables published in today's no
tice. ,
naaji i thnut . tahlH and certain
assumptions, the following examples
COUld apply, uiven a ijrpieu yi
four (e.g., two parents, one of whom is
the wage earner, and two children, one
of whom is in undergraduate school)
aittnatad OT-fta- a income Of 145.125.
the expected family contribution wouldk B7n Aaanmins- - that the student is
receiving' a 11,000 scholarship, the total
resources avauanie ior us or uer cum. --
tion would be 18,870. ,
Thus, bS enrolled in an institution
costing $9,500, the student would show a
need of $2,630 and be eligible for the
maximum subsidized undergraduate
GSL. If the cost of education were
18,000, tne stuaent wouia snow neea w
11.130 and be eligible for a subsidized
loan in that amount -
vti u wtoA ia atiAwn. a student or
the parent may still borrow under theplus loan program. .,-- -
.
' T Ami. Ill hlTHna
.' heenborrowed through the program and
Beany . duuob- - ox , mi . wwborrowed last year. For the most part
loan principal is provided by the private
lnn4inv inmmnnitv hot anme States also
are direct lenders. The loans are insured
or reinsured by tne ieaerai government.
10.? Ta;-a- w tfA'.:t -"-- t.
Greg Bryant Associate Director of Admissions, is resigning his post
after ten years service in College administration. Bryant is a 172
graduate of the College. Photo By Rodger A. PelagaHL . -
Trustees SuggestEewQd$olicy
Continued From Page 1
claimed, studies indicate that op
pression and racism exist in South
Africa.
Murphy further said, "You say
that your goal is financial stability
for the foreseeable future The
nrofits vou make from companies
in South Africa are being made off
the sweat of those employees who
are slaves. Those profits which yon
say are your primary interest are
in fact being made off their very
lives."
Juliet Blanehard, an . emeritus
trustee of the College, said she
believes business managers are be-
coming more sympathetic to the
interests of human rights activists
and the clergy. "Managers are
becoming increasingly sensitive to
negative publicity," she said, citing
a newspaper article documenting
her statements. :
Blanehard, commenting on Mur-
phy's statements concerning hu-
man rights in South Africa, said
that if the College were to base its
investments on the human rights
records of nations, . there would
probably only be "six which do not
do injustice to their citizens. I don't
know how we . could invest any
where ,. we would have to end
investment with about 150 countries
in the world." :h: si.. :
Anyone interested in becoming a
member of the College of Wooster
NAACP Chapter should contact
Gary Adkins, Box C-20- 87 or Alex
Lucas, Box 2087 or ext 2713. The
NAACP is an inter-raci- al civil
rights organization.
MC-
- ft ..
Junior Brian Howland said, "I
guess I'm going to leave her know-
ing that we're' not .running this
scnooi on individual thought but on
what will make the most money."
Dowd in concluding the session
reminded the audience that "in
dealing with problems. Ton must
deal with bad judgment and goodjudgment and it is difficult to get
away with the right answer."
Dowd said that his committe's
recommendation must , go before.,
the full Board in June, and though,
he said he expects some changes. ,
he said that "no major revisions
are expected."- - ".' ',
. i . -
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Artist Unites
BY J. DUNCAN BERRY
Michael Korzinski's show "Ca-
bles Completely," which is now up
in the College Museum, is an excel-
lent display of mastery over a
difficult medium as well as difficult
ideas. A double major in both
philosophy and art, Korzinski em-
braces powerful ideas with equally
powerful imagery. By welding,
hammering and knotting various
lengths of discarded steel cables,
Korzinski confronts us with tradi-
tional images in an innovative,
persuasive and ultimately convinc-
ing personal statement
The creative process was de-
scribed by the artist as a "very
active one" to me in a recent
conversation. Visual relationships
were formed not in the studio, but
in the Junkyard. With "spontaneous
Review
reactions" to the cables in piles of
what seemed like "thousands of
dead snackes," Korzinski found the
opportunity for "unlimited possibil-
ities" and "new meanings." The
works are strong statements, fus-
ing idea and image.
In terms of ideas, Korzinski has
intentionally arranged a veritable
moral narrative in the West Gal-
lery of the Museum. Upon entering
the Gallery, 'we first confront the
"Tumbleweeds." A series of evoca-
tive forms which rhythmically turn
the corner for us, - the "Tumble
weeds" lead us into Korzinski' s
narrative. The "Warriors" is a
phalanx of "marching" cables that
seems to possess a metronomic
precision in ordering. These war-
riors exhibit "no individuality or
FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOL- E PIANO BAR-
GAIN
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager: PO Box 537,
Shelbyville, IN 46176.
Flair Travel
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.346 E Dowcaea St.
rocitcr
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Just Off Tim Colwf
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image. Idea
personality" according to the art
ist, and lorm a powenui anu-w-ar
statement when seen beside the
masterfully crafted "Ship of
Peace."
The "Gate of Heaven" is equally
nowerful: It is obviously not open
to just anyone. Joining the "Ship"
and "Uate" is a wiwy iwo-pa- n
piece entitled "Flotsam, wmcn
lets us make a connection between
the wake of war and its lack of
moral justification. In another cor-
ner is Korzinski' s "whimsical exer-
cise" entitled "Onion." It would(Mm as though Korzinski is draw
ing upon the old notion of giving not
an orema, out an --union u we
whole idea of war. In leaving Kor-linsk-i's
carefully orchestrated nar-
rative, we again pass the "Tumble- -
weeds." perhaps his rather dry
rejection of all the implications
presented by the "Warriors."
In the East Gallery is a more
light-hearte-d grouping. The 'Tribal
Organization is a wonderfully en-
gaging piece. Each component is
related to a hierarchy of forms and
possesses its own idiosyncratic fea-
tures. The "Dance" is one of my
favorites of the show. Korzinski,
also a dancer, shows off bis choreo-
graphic skills in this series of
gracefully poised characters.
In terms of images, Korzinskit
refrains from pure abstractions. In
every work, the forms refer to
identifiable parts of a whole. There
is a balance of horizontal and
vertical movement in each work,
and this movement is key to Kor-
zinski' s sense of rhythm. But what
I find most enjoyable in the show is
that each piece has its own pocket
of energy. It is as if the shaping of
the works and the torsion within
the cable itself comes to a peak of
maxim un intensity. The artist re-
marked to me that "cable is
torque," and it is this torque that
helps him achieve his striking re-
sults of movement, rhythm and
energy.
Needless to say, the show is a
success. Korzinski united both im-
age and idea in unique ways in a
very challenging medium. I highly
recommend "Cables Completely"
completely.
JAPANESE FOR CREDIT
The Japan Association has
been involved in many projects
this year, among them a non-cred- it
course in Beginning Jap-
anese. Because of an interest
among students in non-Weste- rn
cultures, the Educational Poli-
cy Committee has agreed to
include Japanese 111-11- 2 next
Fall and Winter in the regular
curriculum.
The teacher will be Mrs.
Mary Baird, who spent her first
18 years in Japan, graduated
from the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, with a major in
Japanese, and taught several
courses there.
Those who are interested
may check on the time the
course will be offered at Regis-
tration on Saturday.
SEE YOU
ON PACKER DAY
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The "Stars Band" wfH Chrmmate tomorrow night's Senior Formal.
The Formal Is scheduled to be held in Lowry Center Ballroom from --
S1:00 a.m.
'Camelot' Opens Next Week
BT JANE BUDD
The Theater and Music Depart-
ments of the College will be com-
bining their efforts next week in
this year's musical production, Ler-n-er
and Loewe's "Camelot." The
show, which opened on Broadway
in December, 1960, is based on the
Arthurian legend as told in T.H.
White's "The Once and Future
King."
Wooster's production, which will
open on Wednesday, May 19 at S:15
p.m., is under the direction of
Stanley Schutz, with Stuart Ling
and Dale Moore as co-mu- sic direc-
tors, Jean-An- n Marshall as cho-
reographer, and Jerry Hansen as
designer and technical director.
The show will feature Scott Payn-te-r
as King Arthur, Lee Merrill and
Karen Davis, double cast as Ar-
thur's queen Guenevere, and Paul
Rettew as the dashing Sir Lancelot
Other leads include David Bair as
the antagonist, Mordred, Sarah Me-Gra- w
as Morgan LeFey, Bob Wig-ga- ll
as Pellinore, Peter Suva as
Merlin, and Jeff Messner, Steve
Price, and Jamie Haskins as three'
of Arthur's head knights. There is a
chorus of ladies of the court and
knights of the round table.
According to director Sehuts,
Wooster's production win be ui-niq-ue
in that it will not include the
spectacular, gaudy scenery that
has traditionally been used. The
directors decided that the number
of different effects needed in the
musical will better be achieved
through one unit set that is sugges-
tive of many different places.
The directors are aiming to
present "Camelot" as the legend it
Is meant to be. They are using "a
story book staging concept in which
the audience is required to use its
imagination," Schutz said. "The
spectacular aspects of the produc-
tion will be the beautiful blend of
103 Vo
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chorus, the exceptional acting, and
the spectacular costuming. And the
actors don't have to compete with a
gaudy set behind them."
Schutz said that though "Came-
lot" is "not a realistic play in
itself," the music and fantasy In-
volved make it an enjoyable one.
Schutz is optimistic about the pro-
duction, saying that "it's shaping
up, falling into place, and working
very nicely. People are very into it
... it should be a first-rat- e show." .
' Performances will run every eve-
ning from May 19 to May 22, and a
matinee will be presented on Sun-
day, May 23, at 2 p.m. Tickets,
14.50 or $4.00 with student ID are on
sale now at the box office in
Freedlander, open daily 12 p.m.-- 2
p.m. and 4--6 p.m.
PccCxc? Day
BY DONNA RICE
The tradition of Packer Day con-
tinues here at the College this year
on Friday, May 21, from 12:30-5:3- 0.
The afternoon's festivities will in-
clude a band, the Carusos, and the
comedy team of Edmonds and Cur-le- y,
who will be performing as well
as hosting ten contests, which
range from hairiest chest to loudest
burp.
During the afternoon, WAA win
be selling popcorn, BaskJn-Robbi- ns
will sell ice cream, and free soft
drinks will also be available. Bal-
loons will also be available for
purchase.
To complete the evening, the
Rocky Horror Picture Show will be
shown free on Lowry Center Patio
when it gets dark.
Back again are the ever-popul- ar
Packer Day t-sh-irts for $4.50. They
will be on sale all of next week, so
SAB
Movie Review
BY GRANT McCORXHTLL
This weekend the Student Activi-
ties Board and the Film Committee
are presenting Breaking Away and
Farenheit 451. Breaking Away will
be shown at 7 on Friday and 9:30
on Saturday. Farenheit 451 will be
shown at 9:30 on Friday and 7 on
Saturday.
Breaking Away is at once a
touching drama and an excellent
comedy. Directed by Peter Yates,
Breaking Away is the story of four
high school students who get
caught up in rivalry with the arro-
gant college students of their home-
town. The movie uses its midwest-er- a
setting to contrast simple
virtue of the townspeople with their
self serving lifestyle of the college .
students. Breaking Away is about
bow high school students love of
bicycling helps the locals overcome
the college students in a dramatic
climax which could inspire anyone.
Breaking Away stars Dennis Chris- -'
topber, Dennis Quid, Dan Stern,
Jackie Haley, and Barbara Barrie.
Breaking Away was one of the
sleeper nits of the seventies and
was a hit not because of special
effects but because of an excellent
story and exceptional acting.
Farenheit 451 is a Truffaut clas-
sic which stars Julie Christie, Os-k-ar
Werner, Cyril Cussaek. Anton
Diffring. Based on Ray Bradbury's
novel, Farenheit 451 is the story of
a futuristic society that has banned
books. Firemen are used not to put
out fires but to burn books. The
movie follows the story of a happy '
"fireman" who one day takes home
a copy of David Copperfield which
he should have burned. After he
reads the book bis life is radically
changed.
.
Truffaut uses an almost contem-
porary setting to make the future
seem almost a displacement of the
present, but his expert use of the
actions of the actors makes it
futuristic in every sense. -
be the envy of all your friends and
get your very own Packer Day 1982
t-sl-urt If the weather cooperates,
the festivities will take plaee on the
hill between the PEC and Lowry
Center, (if rain, all events will be
in Ichabod's), so get out and have a
great time with good music and
lots of fun.
The Experimental Ensemble will
present "Interview" tonight at
Zietgeist, at 9 p.m. Other perform-
ances will be held May 20 in Lowry
Pit 5:15 and May 28 in Shoolroy at
noon. -- -
THE
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1 free Regular Hot Fudge
Sundae-- , with any purchase of
two Reguar Hot Fudge Sundae
wo
- BY ANGELA ADAMS
AND DANIEL HOWES
Rated in descending order (in-
cluding the price of a small peppe-ro-ni
pizza with extra cheese)
L Coccia House-A-, (12") 14.90
2. Leroy's Place-- A, (10") $3.00 i
3. Diorio,s-B- , (12") $5.10
4. Domino's-B-, (12") $5.55 i
5. El Rancho Grande-B- -. (11") $4.70
6. Little Caesar's-C- , (10") $5.20
(without coupon or pizza card) -
7. Your Pizza-C- -, (11") $3.95
S.Italo's-D,(13").$5.- 80
After several weeks of bypassing
Lowry dinners and satisfying those
after-ho- ur munehies with other-than-Domin- o's
alternatives, this
evaluation of eight of the nine pizza
shops in Wooster is finally ready
tor print. Samples have been taken
over the span of this quarter and
ratings are based on overall value
and, most importantly, flavor.
Since it is virtually impossible to
present a useful pizza survey that
is simultaneously unbiased, the
ranking and grade assigned to each
pizza is, of course, subjectively
based. It is recommended that the
reader place more emphasis on the
actual descriptions of each pizza.
Apologies extended for not hav-
ing included FrancavQla's, but piz-
za was not being served at the time
of the authors' attempt to eat there.
COCOA HOUSE .
784 Pittsburgh Ave. '
2S2-713S-or 2634190 ' -
Weekdays 5 p.m.--l a.m.
Friday and Saturday 5 p.m.--2 a.m.
Sunday (carry-ou- t only) 5 p.m.- -
midnight
.
-- L ; -- V
No Delivery
DiningCarry-Ou- t
Beer Served, bottled only
Wait: 25 mins. (more on week-
ends)
Sizes: 12", 14". 18"
Distinctively flavored and gener-
ously portioned, Coccia House pizza
is deliciously satisfying and a notch
hnv ihm niraal nizza imtions in
Wooster. Though not suggested for
those of delicate stomacn. hum piz-
za's standard components of a
hivti1v-awm- Ml and earlier lance.
thick biscut-lik- e crust and an abun
dant top layer of tasty mozzereua
cheese constitute a meaL
Extra cheese is well worth the
monev. whereas the sausage tends
to be bland, though plentiful." Cau-
tion when ordering an item on only
half a pizza, toe run price oz eacn
item will be charged, regardless.
Reanectable beer selection.
Rttim,rk ImHIm iiw rarelv aerved
y cold enough. Weekends are very
busy, and all orders iwnetner zor
earry-ou- t or the dining room) ought
to be phoned in well in advance.
Overall, Coccia House pizza is of a
consistently supreme quality and
value. ' - ,- -.
LEROY'S PLACE
400 Palmer
24-891-3
Saturday-Wednesd- ay 7 a.m.-12:3- 0
a.m. .
Thursday and Friday 7 a.m.-l:3- 0
a.m.
.
r:
No Delivery
DioingCarry-ou- t
Beer Served, bottled and draft
Walt: 10 mins.
Sizes: 10" only :
Lerov!. though already known to
( tome Wooster students, deserves
the patronage of more of C.O.W.'s
pizza connoisseurs. Not only is it a
bargin two dollars for a plain
pizza and 50 for each additional
item but, the quality is superior.
Cracker-thi- n crust with a well-season- ed
sauce and one of the most
flavorful and generous rationings of
mozzerella cheese in town, Leroy's
pizza is served hot in 10 minutes
and is best accompanied by an ice-col- d
50 draft. -- '
In regard to the items, the green
peppers are fresh, and pepperoni
and extra cheese are especially
recommended. It should be noted
that three items test the crusts
durability., thus, extra items are
best if kept to a minimum. Leroy's
is a good choice for an outstanding
pizza with popular appeal at an
exceptional value.
DIORIO'S PIZZA '':. 1
2880 Cleveland Rd.
345-57- 11
Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-- ll p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 a.m.-- l a.m.
Closed Sunday , v ..
Free Delivery (til 10:30-Weekda- ys
and 12:30 Weekends) 30-4-0 mins.
Carry-ou- t only
Beer Available (for carry-ou- t or-
ders) ": ,.
Wait: 20 mins. y
Sizer. 12", 14" , ; ;
An excellent Domino's alterna-
tive when delivered pizza is in
order. Diorio's crust is thin, flaky
and buttery with a zingy sauce and
a healthy amount of cheese.
Though it tends to be greasy, the
overall flavor is distinctive and
quite good. -- '
Diorio's pepperoni is especially
flavorful and (as usual) extra
cheese is recommended. The sau-
sage is non-descri- pt and tends to
add to the greasiness; items are
generous on the whole. Free deliv-
ery, reasonable prices and a note-
worthy variation on the usual pizza
taste are Diorio's strong points.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
423 E. liberty-284-830- 0
.
Sunday-Thursda- y 4:30 p.m.--l a.m.
Friday and Saturday 4:30 p.m.-- 2
Free Delivery ":Carry-ou- t Only
No Beer Served
Wait: 30 mins. (or less)
Sizes: 12", 16"
Domino's, probably the best
known and the most widely con-
sumed pizza on campus, is also one
of the most underrated. The crust(especially the soft, sourdough-lik- e
thick crust) is one of the best in
town for flavor and consistency.
Domino's sauce Is slightly sweet,
and the cheese tends to be skimpy(extra cheese is practically a
must!). "
.
- Mushrooms and pepperoni are
two of the most generously por-
tioned items, sausage and other
veggies tend to be scant Since
Domino's prices are some of the
steepest in town, and the basic
components are good, its probably
best to stick to only a few addition-
al items. Coupons help, but com-
pared to Coccia House or Leroy's,
: GMM
one fast doesn't get as much pizza
for the money.
EL RANCHO GRANDE .
4538 E. Lincoln Way
284-882- 5
Monday 11 a.m.--2 a.m.
Tuesday-Frida- y 11 a.m.-- l a.m.
Saturday and Sunday 5 p.m.--l a.m.
No Delivery
DioingCarry-ou- t
Beer Served, bottled and draft
Wait: 15 mins.
Sizes: 11", 13", 15", 17", 18x254"
"The Ranch." like Leroy's, is for
a number of individuals on campus,
an institution. Though further out
of the way than the other restau-
rants in this survey. The Ranch is a
good place to go if one is interested
in consuming a large amount of
pizza, but beware of the cost
El Rancho Grande's pizza crust
is golden brown and cracker-thi- n
with a creditable sauce, though
topped by a dissapointmgly spare
ration of cheese. Items (except for
a lack of "extra" when extra
cheese is requested) are on the
whole flavorful and amply appor-
tioned. The sausage is probably the
most noteworthy in Wooster.
. The sizes of the pizza compared
to other shops Is deceptive; be
prepared to over-orde- r, and pay
accordingly. Beware of asking for
pannesan cheese on the side, it is
freshly grated and costs the same
as an item.. The Ranch serves a
reputable pizza, and provides a
good atmosphere for groups of
people, but if the high Ub is to be
avoided, try Leroy's.
LITTLE CAESAR'S
331 W. Liberty
2C2-CC- 11 v.- - ' - --
Monday-Thursday 3 p.m.-midnig- ht
Friday 3 p.m.--2 a.m.
Saturday noon-midnig- ht
Sunday noon-midnig- ht ; --
.
'"' "No Delivery "
Carry-o- ut only : t y ..
No Beer Served V, --
Wait: 10 mins. -- V
Sizes: 10".. 12". 14".
Little Caesar's, the newest pizza
shop in town, is very similar to
Domino's as far as its overall taste
is concerned. The crust is airy and
moderately thick; the sauce tends
to be sweet and the pepperoni is
blander than desirable.
There seems to be little differ-
ence between regular and extra
cheese, though the price is consid-
erably above that of the other
items. Little Caesar's sausage is
surprisingly good, a sweet and
spicy Italian style.
The "pizza, pizza." or two for the
price of one offer is confusing,
though necessary to keep Little
Caesar's price within the range of
its competition. Little Caesar's
serves a good, sesty pizza available
in an amazing 10 minutes, worth to
try but not terribly remarkable.
YOUR PIZZA SHOP
305 Bean
2844319 -
Sunday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-midnlg- ht
Friday and Sunday 11 a.m.-- l a.m.
No Delivery
DiningCarry-ou- t ;
No Beer Served
Wait: 10 mins. (deep-dis- h 25
mins.)
Sizes: 11", 13", 17"
Though filling, quick and rela-
tively expensive. Your Pizza is
not of a flavor or distinction that
could prove to be habit forming.
The crust (available in either regu-
lar or deep-dis- h) has a good con-
sistency, though practically taste-
less. Your Pizza's sauce is unusual
pasty and sparsely seasoned to
the point of blandness. The cheese(supposedly provolone) is flavorful,
though not overly plentiful.
All the items sampled were good
and sufficient in quantity, with the
exception of the pepperoni which
was severely disappointing.
Lacking enough herbs and spices
to qualify as having a traditional
flavor. Your Pizza's pepperoni has
a bologna taste that is jarringly
unpleasant Your Pizza may be
worth a try, but this review can not
grant it high praise.
3
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ITALO'S PIZZA
503 E. Liberty
264-12-23
Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-midnig- ht
Friday and Saturday 11 a.m.--l a.m.
Sunday noon-midnig- ht
Delivery $1.00 extra --
DiningCarry-out
Beer Served, draft only
Wait: 20 mins. (delivery is consid-
erably longer)
Sizes: 13", 15"
"Thou art weighed in the bal-
ances and art found watting."
Daniel 5:27. After several sam-
plings, the verdict is reoceurrinsly
the same:' Italo's cannot stand up
to its competition. The crust is
crisp, dry and very bland, the
sauce is severely under-season- ed
and the cheese (even extra cheese)
is embarassingly sparse, r
Though boasting fresh, home-
made ingredients, the essential "
components are lacking in flavor.
Most items themselves are fairly
good, but do nothing to rescue the
overall dull and lifeless quality of
Italo's pizza. Delivery service is
atrocious; the two pizzas delivered
for this review were neither hot
nor delivered within the amount of
time estimated over the phone. - -
As a crowning blow, Italo's (with-
out coupons) is one. of the most
expensive pizzas in town. Poor
product high prices and poor serv-
ice are no way to run a pizza shop. -
-- jgTS
,
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College Enrollment Plans Fail
Though dozens of large, usually
public campuses are about to
launch student population control
programs, the few that have actu-
ally tried them so far are finding
the programs rarely work accord-
ing to plan.
Even the University of Tennes-
see, which, according to admissions
Dean John McDow, was "pleasant-
ly surprised that we reached our
goal" of cutting enrollment by 1,000
this year, is now worried it might
have been too successful.
If "financial aid is cut considera-
bly, there would be an automatic
dropoff in enrollment," McDow
notes, leaving the Knoxville cam-
pus under-populat- ed and strapped
for cash.
And if that happens, "We'll just
pray. That's about the only thing
any of us can do."
He'd have a lot of company. State
colleges in California, Illinois, Ohio,
Florida and Texas, among others,
are now starting efforts to limit
fall, 1982 enrollment by moving up
and strictly enforcing application
deadlines, "weeding out"; currently-enro-
lled students by raising aca-
demic requirements to stay in
school, and imposing higher admis-
sions standards. .
A few short years ago, adminis-
trators were predicting a national
enrollment decline and questiona-
ble college efforts to stock their
classrooms with warm, paying
bodies, regardless of their academ-
ic skills.
But the decline so far has been
less drastic than anticipated, and
state legislatures have been cutting
funding to the campuses.
"Enrollment limits," contends
Michael Berrier of the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities, "are a direct result of
inadequate appropriations."
Colleges and universities, Ten-
nessee's McDow argues, can no
longer afford to teach remedial
skills to students "who aren't pre-
pared for college anyway." '
"The money crunch," he says,
"is causing institutions to look at
where they can provide the most
quality. Industry also wants top
students. In the long run, it will
help the minorities as well as the
majority. And the door's not closed
for the students who want an edu-
cation. If they want it, there's a
place for them."
The places, he suggests, are com-
munity colleges that offer remedial
courses to under-prepare- d students.
Likewise, the University of Cali-
fornia system, groaning under a 133
million budget cut, plans to raise
admissions standards dramatically
enough to cut some 2,400 students
by 1988, and re-dire-ct them to
community colleges in the state.
Ohio State now admits only fresh-
men who took four years of En-
glish, three years of math, science,
social science and foreign language
in high school.
In Illinois, schools are using ear-
ly application deadlines to limit
enrollment Northern Illinois and
Illinois State stopped accepting ap-
plications for next fall back in
February, hoping to hold their stu-
dent populations to 1980 levels.
To get into Florida State, high
school grads now need at least a 2.5
GPA and a combined Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) score of 950,
compared to last year's standards
0(2.0 and 800.
The University of Texas-Austi- n
wants to trim its class of 1986 by
1,500 by tightening grade point and
SAT requirements. Without restric-
tions, says Dr. Ronald Brown, vice
president of student affairs, "we'd
have an enrollment of 250,000 of no
quality whatsoever."
"A heavy shift in enrollment into
business and engineering" has the
University of Idaho talking about
imposing limits for the first time,
reports admissions Director Matt
Telin. "What form the limits will
take, I don't know. But there will
be action this fall."
Telin, like others, isn't sure the
concept is positive. "My only con-
cern is what happens to the stu-
dents who get weeded out. Even
though not everyone is cut out to be
an engineer, it's good to have
flexibility."
"Even if rejected students are re-
directed to other state schools,"
Berrier argues, "they may choose
community colleges, they may go
out of state, or they may not go at
all."
Berrier thinks "the pocy is un-
healthy. It suggests that the state
will provide you with a place to go
to school at a public institution, but
not necessarily the one of your
choice."
"If the purpose of artificial en-
rollment limits is to re-dire- ct stu-
dents to under-enrolle- d campuses,
it is not working," asserts Mary-
land's Adamany, who cites a recent
study showing that only a small
number of the students rejected a,
the main College Park campus
opted to enroll at Maryland's less-crowd- ed
campuses in Baltimore
and Princess Anne.
Timing may torpedo the plans,
too. A 1980 National Center for
Education Statistics study predict-
ed national college enrollment
would peak in fall, 1981, and begin
its long-predict- ed decline in 1982,
when the number of 18-year-o-lds
will fall off.
The natural decline in the num-
ber of college-ag- e people could be
exacerbated by further cuts in fed-
eral student aid programs. College
lobbyists predict as many as 890,-00- 0
students who would ordinarily
enroll in 1983-8- 4 would be driven
from campus if President Reagan's
budget recommendations are en-
acted.
And though college administra-
tors hope to compensate for the
loss of 18-year-- olds with older and
foreign students, a recent Chronicle
of Higher Education survey found
college applications are down from
last spring's levels.
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The Venerable Donnie Iris and his troupe of musicians wi3 be
performing here Saturday night at 8:15 in McGaw CnapeL Tickets
are still available for the performance, which is being sponsored by
the Student Activities Board.
Chorus Auditions Are Doing Hold
Auditions for The Wooster Cho-
rus. 1982-8- 3, will be held during the
next two weeks. Singers are needed
in all voice parts for next year's
touring choir. Although there will
be a second round of auditions in
the fall of 1982, persons interested
in singing with The Wooster Chorus,
are encouraged to audition now in
order that the audition schedule
can be lightened when the class of
1986 arrives. John Russell, Music
Director of The Wooster Chorus,
will be on leave during 1982-8- 3;
however. J. Scott Ferguson has
been appointed to conduct the
group during his absence.
Audition schedules are posted on
Mr. Russell's office door on the
third floor of Men HalL Students
interested in auditioning should
sign for a time there. All singers
are welcome to audition. Questions
can be directed to Mr. Russell or
one of the choir officers, Thomas
Warner, Anne Vial, Robert Moor-
man or Miriam Rader.
HSV3 A IZ122
C when youO party with
U Little Caesar,p you gst twiceq tnesnces;
M not the prices.
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Briefs
By State Gornaat AModatta
In the continuing effort to keep
the student body aware of happen--r
ings in the Student Government
Association, here is a short list oft
items of interest for this week '
The next General Assembly
meeting will be held on May 16th at
7 p.m. We will be voting on fund
requests and discussing student po-
sitions on the Alumni Board. The
meeting is being held in Lowry pit,
to make it more convenient for the
general public to stop by and see
how the meetings are run. So drop
by the pit on Sunday night at 7 and
catch the newest scoops on summer
storage and the end-of-the-quar- ter
bus ... -
The Social Concerns Committee
will be helping with room draw ...
Campus Council meets every
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge. The meetings are open to
the public and students are strong-
ly encouraged to come and find out
what's happening ...
There is a new file cabinet locat-
ed just inside the door of the SGA
office. In an effort to establish
communication between all campus
organizatins, SGA urges all campus
organizations to put in this file a
description of the organization, a
list of its members and any other
materials they wish to include.
Before doing so, each organization
is asked to inform an SGA Cabinet
member that they are doing so and
to submit the name of a contact
person. Any organization which
needs a place to store materials is
more than welcome to do so (as
long as someone in the SGA office
is informed) until we run out of
space
SGA office hours are 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Monday through Friday. Stu-
dents are encouraged to stop by
anytime and see what's going on!
Ftrty! .Party!
331 IV. L&irty
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HOP Walk Grace Period Works
BY NANCY HOUCK
Westminster Presbyterian
church is sponsoring a 10 mile
CROP hunger walk Sunday. May
organization unur, a
nch of Church World Service,
ks in Third World countries nottTnej by supplying emergency food
aid but also by helping the
nlA in become, self sufficient.
.Programs include agriculturalInlannlna (nnifii nmfMti fnrh 11
irrigation, fertilization), schooling
!fnr children and adults, health fa- -
cilities and supplies, and family
planning. ,
Who makes up a CROP walk?
Ynn da. To make this walk a
success, we need as many walkers
as possible. waiters asu oiners 10
sponsor them so much money per
mile walked. The money collected
is used by CROP in areas of
definite need.
The walk is a good opportunity to
enjoy the beautiful spring weather,
meet other walkers, get to know
vnnr friends hetter and ffet some
exercise. It is also a learning expe-
rience; millions of people must
walk miles each day to collect
water to drink or to secure a lew
morsels of food. Our tired legs and
arhinff hones remind us of the
hardships these people aaiiy en
dure. ADove ail, ine wait is a
chance for you to actively partici- -
nate in workinff toward the elimina
tion of a ereat iniustice huneer.
Sitmtms for -- walkers and SDonsors
will be Tuesday and Wednesday,
Mav 18 and 19 in both Lowrv and
Kittxedge at dinner time. If you
have any questions, you can call
Nancy Houck at ext. 2680. See you
on May 30th!
CLASSIFIEDS
!arn up to $500 or more each year
eginning September for 1-- 3 years,
et your own hours. Monthly pay
ment for placing posters on cam-
pus. Bonus based on results. Prizes
awarded as well. 800-526-088- 3.
BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O- o Laundry
LAKATOS
SHOE REPAIR
Quality Shoe Repair
downtown Wooster
Shoes T.TkM.
7AM-IJV- W8000 M-kt- M
Handbags
Zipper Replacement
C 262-540- 1)
230 S. Marfcot
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Charles Hampton, professor of mathematics, delivered Wednesday's
Convocation entitled: "The Center Cannot Hold, Or Can It?
Uncertainties in the Foundations of Mathematics." Photo By Rodger
A. Pelagalli.
Summer Internships
Students interested in earning
money for school this summer are
urged to apply immediately for
thousands of internships available
in their professional fields. Accord-
ing to the Scholarship Bank, there
are over 2,500 new internships
available in all fields from anthro-
pology to zoology. According to the
director of the search service, stu-
dents can expect to earn more than
the minimum wage, while learning
valuable information about their
professional fields.
According to Steve Danz, Direc-
tor of the Scholarship Bank, many
of the jobs and internships carry
the possibility of part-tim- e work
COX'S SPECIALTY SHOP
DOOt
MffMCAl
B1UC
MEMCARE
AUTO
ZODIAC
ON THE SQUARE - WOOSTER. O.
CHINESE RESTAURANT
514 East Liberty Street
262 -
during the school year, as well as
summer income.
This is also the last month in
which many scholarships are open
for next fall. The Scholarship Bank
will send students a personalized
print-ou-t of the summer internships
and fall scholarships that appear to
be just right for them, based on the
students' answers to the question-
naire sent by the Scholarship Bank.
Students interested in using the
service should send a stamped,
business-size- d self-address- ed enve-
lope to The Scholarhip Bank, 10100
Snta Monica Blvd., 750, Los Ange-
les, Calif., 90067. There is a modest
charge for the service.
SOCIAL SECURITY PERMA-PLATE- S
lOCNTMCATION HATES C.B. MO PUkTtS
MATES U.S. TAXPAY FIATE
PIATES
CROSS flATES
MATES
PIATES
PIATES
MEMCAl TAGPtATE
PET TAGPtATES
CHKMENS TAGPIATE
KEY PtOTECTOtTAGPlATES
UJGGAGE TAGPIATES
HANDCRAFTS, JEWELRY,
BADGES, PHOTO BUTTONS
262-797- 9
Wooster, Ohio
2958
TUEt WED. THUR. 1 1:30 AM to 9:0C PM , FRLSAT.JJtfO AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY 12:00 PM to 9:00"PM CLOSED MONDAY
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
The February "grace period" al-
lowing 18-year-- old men to change
their minds a"nut registering for
the military d aft without penalty
worked, according to the Selective
Service, but the entire "continuous
registration" system may be a flop,
the Government Accounting Office(GAO) says.
"We saw a significant spurt in
registration during the grace peri-
od," reports Selective Service
spokeswoman Joan Lamb, who
says the compliance rate jumped to
90 percent of those eligible to regis-
ter during the period. -
"We think the reason the compli-
ance rate was lower before is that
some young men weren't sure the
registration requirement would be
around for long, and then there
were those who just didn't take it
seriously," she speculates.
The GAO, in a study released last
week, said only 70 percent of those
required to register during the first
nine months of 1981 actually com-
plied with the law.
In 1980, 96 percent registered, the
GAO found.
The GAO report concluded that
"continuous registration" wasn't as
effective as the mass, two-week-lo- ng
registration periods in effect
during 1980.
During the 1980 presidential cam-
paign, candidate Ronald Reagan
pledged to end military registra-
tion. He reneged on that promise in
January, 1982, but did institute a
"grace period" through February
28, 1982. during which men who
hadn't registered on time could do
so without penalty.
The penalty for not registering is
up to five years in prison, a 110,000
fine, or both.
Soon after the grace period end-
ed. Rep. Les Aspin (D-Wi- s) intro-
duced a bill in Congress to make
non-registrati- on a misdemeanor
with a maximum penalty of $200.
In mid-Marc- h. Selective Service
Director Thomas Turnage endorsed
the Aspin plan, which Congress has
yet to consider officially. .
Turnage said one reason for en-
dorsing the idea is that it would be
"impractical" to prosecute the esti-
mated 900,000 men who have not
registered since President Jimmy
Carter started the program in Jan-
uary, 1980.
That includes the 450-so- me people
who registered with names like
"Mickey Mouse," "Bluto Blutar-sky-,"
"Jimmy Carter," and "Ron-
ald Reagan," the GAO report says.
.
The Oklahoma state legislature,
however, may take a dimmer view,
of non-r-e eistrants than the White
COLLEGE SEN IORS
AND GRADS ...
Learn To lead
House. Rep. George Camp intro-
duced a bill in February that would
require men to present proof of
registration in order to enroll in
state colleges.
The GAO. on the other hand,
suggested that if registration rates
don't improve through the rest of
1982 the Selective Service should
consider returning to an intensive
two-we- ek sign-u- p period like that
used in 1980.
The Army's Officer
Candidate School
will train you for
leadership positions
in a variety of
specialties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
Well give you:
o Challenge
o Responsibility
o Opportunity to Advance
P Travel
O Good Salary and Benefits
YouH have pride in serving your country as
one of its future leaders. For more information
on becoming an Army Officer after college
graduation, Call: Sgt. Terrance Rowles
Wooster
264-114- 6
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Initiation Prompts Reflection
By College Administration
Continued From Page 1
HOLLIDAY: ... to see that there
is an environment in which alcohol
is used in moderation and that
there can be a social life without
alcohol being the center of that life.
VOICE: I think that's promoted
in a number of places on campus.
HOLLIDAY: Well why isn't it
promoted in the sections, if it's
not? From what others have said to
me, I believe that alcohol does play
a prominent role in section parties.
VOICE: Would you say then that
the consumption of alcohol is t
main concern of the administration
in dealing with the social life,
including sections and clubs, on
this campus?
HOLLIDAY: I would say the
"abuse of alcohol" (rather than
consumption).
VOICE: That (the abuse of alco-
hol) is not a problem that the
faculty is particularly concerned
with, is it? Are they just more
concerned with the way in which,
perhaps, activities of the sections
and clubs interfere with the Job
they're trying to do?
HOLLIDAY: Yes, but I think
what happens is that the faculty
seem to more concerned with thflt
because they don't see the same
situation as the Dean of Students
Office. They're concerned with
those open, clear areas in which
they can see some activity outside
of the classroom is interferingwith
the students' performance and stu-
dents' intellectual growth. This is
whyHhe sort of things we had a
couple of weeks ago were being
pointed out by the faculty. They
could see the initiations, the cere-
monies and the students walking
through the arch of Kauke ...
groups different plaees ... that
might be doing what they consider
"silly things."
VOICE: How do you view your
responsibility in acting as an inter-
mediary, between the two groups(faculty and student section and
club members)?
HOLLIDAY: I think in many
respects, this office is a very for-
tunate one in that you do get pretty
much the full picture. I can under-
stand the students' perspective. I
have had quite a few studens come
in here and say, "What right does
the faculty have to tell us how to
organize, our lives outside of the
classroom? On the ' other hand, I
also understand the. faculty posi-
tion, saying, "This is an intellectual
community. We're not really inter-
ested in the social life of the
individual students. We really don't
care as .long as the student is not
doing something that we consider
harmful to the academic communi-
ty, t something) that detracts from
the students' ability to develop ...
intellectually and personally." I
think there is space between those
two extremes, and I think when
students and faculty sit down and
talk with one another they begin to
fill in that space. In other words,
they move closer to one another.
Both Dean Holliday and Dean
Plusquellec agree on one point.
This conflict, particularly over ini-
tiation week, is becoming more
intense. If it is not found to be
resolvable among the students and
faculty, the Campus Council (and
Initiation Week Committee) or
some other student-associate- d body
will, in the future, be responsible
for resolving the conflict, Plusquel-
lec said.
Dean of Faculty, was interviewed.
The following is an excerpted
version of that interview.
VOICE: It seems that the intensi-
ty of faculty objection to either
initiation week or sections and
clubs in general has been increas-
ing over the last few years. Does
that seem accurate to you?
HOLLIDAY: I think probably it
has been increasing but I think we
have had periods in the past in
which faculty have been equally
concerned about some of the activi-
ties and particularly those associat-
ed with initiation week. People are
very concerned about psychological
hazing, and that goes on in sections
and clubs.
VOICE: Does the faculty have
any kind of right to make a judg-
ment on whether or not those
actions which occur during initia-
tion week constitute hazing?
HOLLIDAY: I think this is where
you get into terminology. What
does forced mean? I assume there
is nothing to prevent a pledge from
walking away from an activity
once they get in (to the activity).
But all of us know, particularly at
certain ages, and I think at all
ages, that there is a certain pres-
sure to be engaged in the activities
in which our peers are engaged,
and, therefore, I think that can be
"forcing" one to go through some
activities, that if you sit down and
think about it, are stupid. I think
what many faculty are saying is,
"this is an educational institution
and if we do anything here, we try
to help people think out choices, not
only in the sense of, 'how I'm going
to spend the rest of my life,' but
also choices on how you're going to
spend each hour of your day." This
doesn't mean that the faculty are
saying to the students, "Be serious
all the time, be intellectual all the
time..." I think faculty are saying,
"is the sort of thing that goes on in
many initiation week activities
really the sort of thing that we're
tring to put across to the students,
or have students get for them-
selves.
VOICE: They see it as anti-thet-caL- ..?
HOLLIDAY: They see many of
the activities as mindless activities,
activities that really, if they con-
tribute, to the sense of community
among students, are the most ar-
chaic, primitive way to develop
that sense of community. I think
that what they're saying is, "We
have nothing against that sense of
community," (as a matter of fact
that's important, I think all of us
need that). ;I 4hink what they're
saying is, "Look at what you are
doing and how you're going about
this."
- Another related subject which
came up concerned the consump-
tion of alcohol and its relationship
to the social life on this campus.
VOICE: (Would) you say, then,
that it is the administration's re-
sponsibility ...
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ries, not the reverse.
Wise further criticized Creation-
ist methodology for being unfairly
selective when using scientific evi-
dence, "Creationism accepts scien
tific assumptions when they sup-port the cause, and not when they
tdo not," he claimed. Wise also
pointed out the tendency for crea-
tionists to view other Christian
interpretations of the biblical crea
tion story-a- s heresy4hat should be
actively opposed. He suggested that
many people who accept evolution
ary tneory. lnciuamx turn sell, have
valid Christian orientations.
Reverend Fetterhoff began bis
presentation by claiming that a
person's view on creation is deter
mined by what --presuppositions
they have internalized as their
"core values." If one believes in
God, it follows that one should
believe in the Word of God, the
Bible. Creationism admits belief in
God as its core value. It interprets
scientific evidence accordingly.
Likewise, Fetterhoff claims, pro
ponents of evolutionary theory (or
"evolutionism" as he prefers to
label it) atheistic-- hold an - core
value. They interpret scientific evi-
dence in a way to exclude God's
influence in creation. Thus Fetter- -
The
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.
Delicious gourmet meals daily, with' $5.95
full course dinner specials served - v-ever- y
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evening. Closed Mondays. - -
For reservations, call (216) 264-234-1
Wayne Ave. & Gasche Sc. Wooster; Ohio
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Nurses from Hygeia test the blood pressures of students during Wednesday's College Health Fair. Photo By
Creation, Evolution Theories Inspire Debate
BY MARK C HOFFMAN .
The controversy over
theory and scientific creation'
.ism was brought into focus last
r Thursday in program sponsored
by Wagner HalL Professor Donald
Wise of Woosters Biology Depart- -
' ment and Reverend Robert Fetter-,ho- ff
of Grace Brethren Church
rgave presentations on the contro-
versy, each representing evolution
. and creationism respectively.
. The topic generated substantial
interest, owing in part to the recent
court case in which the ACLU
successfully challenged an Arkan
sas statute mandating equal school
'time for the biblically based crea-tionis- m
and Darwin's evolutionary
theory.
Professor Wise gave the first
presentation. He stressed that sci-
entific creationism is a religious
- belief, not a scientific theory. Eves-
' lution theory and "scientific" crea-- !
tionism are a result of two entirely
r separate human activities. They do
not compete with each other on the
same ground.
, Wise criticized creationism for its
claim to be "scientific." Creation-tis- m
assumes that God has revealed
in the Bible the true story of
creation and. that any evidence
. which seems to contradict this rev--
, elation is not being properly used.
It is the. object of "scientific"
creationism to expose the errors of
secular scientific Interpretations of
the evidence. Wise says that true
scientific methodology demands the
use of evidence to formulate theo
hoff claims scientific creationism
and evolution theory are creations
of equally biased methodologies.
Creationism openly admits its bias.
while evolutionism hides its bias. A
person must Judge between the two
on the basis of their own accept
ance of Jesus Christ as their
Thus; much of Fetterhoffs pres-
entation dealt with the divinity of
Jesus Christ. Among the arguments
used to support Christ's divinity
was the argument of the empty
tomb. "Unbelieving Jews reject the
resurrection, although, they do ad
mit that the body did not remain in
the tomb," Fetterhoff said. The
most logical explanation of the
empty tomb is that Christ rose in
the manner described in the Bible.
Fetterhoff criticized Christian at-
tempts to make evolutionary theory
compatable with Genesis. The time
periods of "day" should not be
taken to mean "era" or "epoch" he
insisted. The inspired author did
not leave ambigious his meaning of
day as twenty-fou- r hour periods.
The terms "evening" and morn-
ing" are added clarifiers in the
uenesls text.
"Be Wise -
Specialize
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Continued From Page 1
ber of new employees they hire,Kayser attributes some of it to
grads warily taking the first offers
they get
"Where an employer might have
made, six offers in the past before
filling a vacancy, this year the
openings are being filled with one
or two offers," she says. "Conse-
quently, many employers are find-
ing themselves this spring with no
openings.? '--" ".
The 1982 . job market is also dif-
ferent because even high-tec- h ma-jors are suffering.
"Last year and the year before,it was very obvious that the auto
industry and its support industries
such as steel were down.. But thisyear all industries are being affect-
ed. Aerospace,- - for instance runs
the whole gamut: some companies
are nirmg at record levels and
others are just keeping their heads
above water." ' ' . .
According to Kayser,vthe rfgrim- -
mesi" news may oe lor the high-
tech majors. "Graduates this year
won't find the kind of market that
tney heard about when they en-
tered school. I have confidence
theyH get jobs. But they wont get
aozens oi.oiiers like technic agrads in the past have gotten." : ' .
Still, technical grads are. getting
the highest starting salary offer.Petroleum engineers are drawing
average offers of 130,452,. up 44percent, over.iasti year, .Chemical
engineers are getting average of-fer- s
of $27,168. up 11.5 percent
Business majors are enjoying
eigni-co-nin- e percent gains in start'ing salary offers.
Computer science erads iumoed
rrom szi.ooo last year to 25,000 this
spring, and physical science grads,
Kayser says, are averaging $24,000.
Liberal arts maiors. Kavser
aaas. "aren't racinz too much different in terms of the job market
Like in the past they'll have to
plan, go out and search for jobs,
and settle-fo- r lower salaries than
technical ana business grads."
But in light of the unpredictablejob market Kayser is advising all
kinds of grads to take job hunting
You can collect up to $8,100 in cash for college
with the United States Marine Corps Veterans
Educational Assistance Program.
Contact Sgt. Charles Priddy
at264-32S- 3
The Few. The Proud.
THE MARINES
Clothes' Closet
seriously.
"Use your placement offices, and
make sure you are well preparedfor interviews. Also, a couple of
computer science classes or classesin business, finance or marketing
could make you more attractive"to employers in the future, she
says.
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BY CARDON REED
"(CPS) In Muncie, Indiana,
Ball State University staged for-
ums on nuclear warfare. A string
of distinguished speakers orated at
the University of Chicago. There
was a die-i-n at Michigan, work-
shops at Houston, an anti-nuk- e play
at Columbia, and a Dance for
Disarmament at Stanford.
In all, 359 campuses officially
took part in the surprising, abruptly-hea-
lthy anti-nucle- ar weaponry
movement during the nationwide
Ground Zero Week April 18-2- 4.
But though the events were in
part a college movement, organiz-
ers say it hasn't exactly become a
student movement yet.
"We're having a big response
among the faculty," reports Cyrus
Levinthal, biology chairman and a
Ground Zero Week organizer at
Columbia. "Then next are the grad
students, then, lastly, the under-
graduates." -
At Washington State, "There's
been much more faculty and com-
munity involvement per capita"
than among students, adds WSU
geneticist Richard FinnelL
"I would not hesitate to call the
students apathetic," asserts David
Kessler, biologist at Southwestern
University in Memphis. "But the
community is definitely behind us."
University of Texas-Sa- n Antonio
and Trinity University student par-
ticipation in the week's anti-nuk- e
activities "could have been high-
er," coordinator Betsy Tennel-bau- m
adds.
Students at Ball State, by con-
trast, did the bulk of the work.
Many didn't do it by choice,
DIIJO'G B3IVG
Ytznv
420 East Liberty
Y7oosfer
Large Selections Of Domestlque And Imported
Wines And Beers. Also, A Large Selection
Of Non-Alcoho- lic Beverages and Chips.
6.GET YOU E5
OFF TO A FLYING
START
It takes four years to get a college degree. Howlong will it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corpor-
ation yet. why not get your executive career offto a flying start as a pilot or navigator in the UnitedStates Air Force? It's the finest flight program in
the world, the pay is excellent, and you'll enjoythe prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force pilot or navigator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the natioaAnd a great place to gain executive experience
with million dollar responsibility. Find out today
about the Air Force flight program. Contact
Ssat John Rosenblari
8 2052-5- 8 Front StreetCuvahoaa Falls. OH 44221
1 (216) 928-868- 6 Call
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A great way of We.
Anti-Nuk-e Week Spirited
By Faculty, Not Students
"We required students in at least
three general education classes to
attend the lectures," says Irma
Kendina, associate home econom-
ics professor. "I admit we've had a
captured audience, but at least
they are hearing about these
things. And the response has been
very positive."
Rendina and all the others are
confident students will get more
involved as time goes by.. The
recent unsurffe in onnositinn tn
nuclear proliferation started among
lacuuy memDers, Kenaina specu-lates, because "that's where the
scientists are."
And student participation does
appear to be growing. "At first
Students didn't show much interact
in being organized," says Richard
ShaDiro of Cornell. "But as the
issues come clearer, we're finding
a tremendous depth or feeling."
Since last November's simulta
neous convocations at some 150
colleges, "camnni nartirinatinn
has more than doubled that of last
fall's activities," Henry Kendall,
head of the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCS). marveled in a
prepared statement
UCS, an offshoot called the Unit-
ed Campuses to Prevent War, and
Ground Zero organized the week's
events.
"Over 450 schools cot materials."
explains national UCS coordinator
"Located At The Baae Of Beall Ave."
Monday thru Thuraday: 11 to 11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday: 11 ajm. to 1 ajm.
CAREER
COLLECT
Chuck Monford. They included a
large target, which activists were
to place on a spot on which an
enemy might detonate a one mega
ton bomb. Demonstrators were
urged to find dramatic ways of
portraying tne destruction such a
blast would cause in ther home
towns.
Three hundrd and fifty-nin- e cam-
puses officially joined the effort,
Monford says.
"Ground Zero Week has two pur-
poses," he points out "To educate
people, and to establish networks
for future activities."
Most immediately, "We're aim-
ing at having a political effect in
the elections this fall. The economy
is the country's most pressing is-
sue, but we'd like to see every
candidate at least to be forced to
take a position (on nuclear arms)."
Monford would "really like to see
a campus group in every one of the
435 congressional districts in the
country."
But organizers are extraordinari
ly careful not to appear too politi-
cal.
University of Chicago organizer
Phoebe Zerwick, among others,
stressed the emphasis on "activi-
ties" rather than "demonstra
tions."
"We won't have a rally," she
asserts. "I don't think it would go
over well It taints. Even our hand-
outs are a problem. People are
afraid that you are going to give
them some crazed rambling."
At Ball State as well, "People
didn't want to take any handouts,
as if some kind of radicalness
might rub off on them," Rendina
says.
The apolitical posture has at-
tracted a broad spectrum of activ-
ists. Cornell's Shapiro was very
worried about being identified as a
"protest-type- " group, but he
stopped worrying about it when
"the Young Republicans gave us a
calL".
In San Antonio, Tenenbaum says
"bastions of eonservativmm nav
been expressing interest in the
urogram. We've heard from the
Republican Women's Club, the
Yet the "core of most of our
committees," at least in Memphis,
are "sixties people" who are "recy-
cling, getting recharged after a
period of burnout" Kessler says.
But none of the organizers con-
tacted for this article fullv iimwH
on why they might recharge now,
or wny anu-nucie-ar weaponry sen-
timent should resurface this schoolyear instead of any other year.
when the arms race was only
minimally less torrid. - --
"There has been a lot of latent
energy lying around campuses,"
Monford notes, adding Ground
Zero's momentum is something
"we owe to the callous approach of
"It's a cycle." Rendina contends
The sentiment "was aim mprinj
there. It just needed a spark to get
sianeo."
Many feel the spark jumped the
Atlantic. Reagan's 1981 proposal to
Dlace nuclear warheads in Fnmne
ignited a vast anti-nuk- e movement
mere inai sensiuzea people here to
the issue.
Finnell thinks the connection tn
Washington State is direct "I'd say
inai a percent 01 tne student or-ganizing committee was marie im
of exchange students" from the
University of Bonn.
"It's a combination of things,"
observed Columbia's Levinthal.
"Number one is the European
movement toward disarmament.
Its raised our awareness. Reao-a-n
of course has been helpful His
casual approach frightens people."
Translating the fear into a sus
tained movement is hard. "This is
clearly a long-ha- ul issue," Cornell's
Shapiro says. "It will never be as
intense an issue as Vietnam, say,
since it's hard to take as personal-
ly. Given the abstract nature of the
debate, I think the interest of
students has been spectacular."
1
Women Break
School Records
Continued From Page 15
and beat Ohio Weslevan. Thev eve
broke the school record in th?
process," praised, coach Craig Pe2
ney.
Amy
.Smith and Darlene Kem
also combined their efforts wit
Robin Mayo and Darlene Ifitehe
to win the sprint medley relay ii
ineumeoi 1:52. I
Darlene Kemp rounded out he?
performance with a second in thf
long jump with the leap of 17'2 an
a second in the 400 meter relay d
Robin Mayo, Michelle Payne an(
Darlene Kemp. I
Amy smith ran a phenomena:
1,500 meter dash and won in thl
time of 4:56 after an outstanding
effort Smith also ran a leg on thl
two mile relay team of Sue Rot:
erts, Katie Blood and Mandy Burl
which grabbed a third with a schod
record time of 10:03. I
Robin Mayo also turned in ai
overall fine performance. May
won the long jump with a jump of
17'2. She also placed second in thl
100 and 200 meter dashes witl
times of 12.4 and 25.7. I
Mandy Burr did the iob for thl
Scotties in the distance depart;
ment. sne placed fourth in the 5,00
with a time of 19:49 and sixth in th
3,000 running a new school record
of 11.16.
Heather Murphy finished her col
ege career by placing fourth in th
10,000 meter run (6.2 miles) in th
time of 47:42 while Heather Blacki
grabbed a sixth in 50:24.
Carrie Bell rounded out the scorl
ing for Wooster with third in th
shot put with a new school record
Of38'3
"It was a eood team effort.
couldn't ask for more. All th
women gave 140 and then some!
They were a pleasure to work with
a fine lot of hard working women,'
commented coach Penney.
xne bcotoes have one more eoa'
and that is to better their eleventi
place standing in the nation. Dart
ene Kemp, Charlene Kemp, Darl
ene Mitchell. Robin Mayo and
Pam Willis have all qualified fo
nationals at Bloomsburg Pa. oi
May 22. Amy Smith and Carrie Bel
have one more shot to qualify
Friday at Otterbein.
Overall it was a fantastic vearl
We had a great team effort and
positive attitudes. Next year Drove
to be promising with only twd
seniors graduating and with thd
influctuation of incoming fresh)
men," said Penney. I
sa
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Sports
BY KARIN HAUSCHILD
Bob Savitt has split 1-- 1 after the
first day of play in the National
College Athletic Association(NCAA) national tennis tourna-
ment The tournament, which is
being held in Kalamazoo, Michi-
gan, brings together the best colle-
giate tennis players in the nation
for highly competitive tennis. The
scoring is based on point earned
from every win. '
On Wednesday morning Savitt
faced Everett Gee from the Univer-
sity of California (San Diego). Sav-
itt won the match. 4-- 6, 7-- 6, 6--2. That
afternoon, Savitt played Mark Nys
from Clairemount-Mud-d College(Clairemount, California) the num
Scot Netters No. 3
At O.AC Meet
BY KARIN HAUSCHILD
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team finished third at the 14-tea-m
Ohio Athletic Conference
meet last weekend the Scots'
best finish in history. .
ine acois nmsnea oenina item-so- n
and Ohio Wesleyan.
Freshman Bob Savitt was the
star of the two-da-y tournament He
defeated three time defending
champion Braun from Capital for
the tournament title at No. 1 sin--
Braun, currently ranked 11thges.Division HI, had previously lost
only one set in conference competi-
tion. --
In earlier nlav. Savitt beat Deni--
son's No. 1 singles player, 7-- 5, 6--2.
He advanced to the quarter nnais
and defeated Wittenberg 6--0. 6--1
and In the semi-final- s, Savitt
nipped Mt Union 7-- 5. 6--4.
Wooster"s No. 2 singles, John
Thomas, beat Ohio Northern 6--2, 6--1
but lost in the quarter-final- s to Ohio
Wesleyan, 64 and 6--3.
John Morlidge, at No. 3 singles,
made it to the semi-final- s, where
he lost 6--2. 64, to Ohio Wesleyan.
In No. 4 singles, Tom Hetrick lost
to Ohio Northern 7-- 6, 6--7, 6--5. In the
consolation round he lost in the
finals.
Gary Peterson beat Wittenberg 6--2.
3-- 6, 6--3 and defeated Kenyon 6--4,
4-- 6, 6--3. Faced with Denison's No. 5
competitor, the winner of the tour-
nament last year in No. 3 singles,
Peterson put up a valiant attempt
Women Smash Records
BY KATHARINE L. BLOOD
On their way to capturing second
place at the twenty-tea- m State
Championships. The -- College of
Wooster. women's track team
smashed nine school records.
' Ohio Wesleyan won the meet with
116 points with Wooster trailing
'with 106. Ashland grabbed third
with 60 while Kenyon finished with
L 59 for fourth. The other 16 teams
followed.
. Darlene Kemp and Amy Smith
, led all performances for the. Scot-tie- s.
Darlene Kemp broke school
ber six seed. Savitt dropped the
match 6--3, 7-- 5. and was eliminated
from the singles tournament. -
MI was very pleased with the way
Bob played," said Head Coach
Hayden Schilling from Kalamazoo
yesterday. "This is our first trip to
the national tournament, and ev
erything is going well."
Though Savitt has been knocked
out of singles play, he was to pair
up with Senior John Thomas for
doubles yesterday afternoon. This
Wooster duo has only been defeated
once in their Ohio Conference play.
At press time on Thursday, the
pair were still out on the courts
challenging Ed Rhein and Bobby
Simmons of Emory University.
but fell, 6-4,3-6,- 6-2.
Wooster's No. 6 singles player,
Sherwood Newell, defaulted be-
cause of illness. Steve Yankello
played for Wooster and won his
first match against Muskingum, 4--6,-
6--0, 6--1, but was defeated in the
semi-fina- ls by Denison 6--3, 6--4.
Savitt and Thomas, Wooster's
No. t doubles team was defeated
for the first time in Division III
competition. The duo, seeded first
won in the quarter finals, 6--3, 6--2
but lost to Ohio Wesleyan after
three sets, 4--6, 6--3, 6--1.
Morlidge and Peterson got re-
venge against three teams who had
beat them earlier in the season.
The No. 2 doubles team beat Wit-
tenberg 6--3. 2--6. 6--2 and Mt Union
in the quarter finals 6--2, 7-- 6. Ohio
Wesleyan, who had beaten the pair
twice before, fell to the Scots, 6--4,
1-- 6, 6--4. But, it was Denison who
prevailed in the finals, with a 7-- 6, 6--4
victory.
Wooster's third double team.
Yankello and Hetrick beat Ohio
Northern 6--1. 6--1 to advance to the
quarterfinals but the . Scots were
knocked out of play by Wittenberg.
6-- 4 62.
Head Coach Hayden Schilling
said he was very pleased with the
results. t
"It was two days of good tennis
and everybody -- played well," he
said. "The men played well and
consistently and peaked for the
tournament :
records in both the 110 and 400
intermediate hurdles. She took a
second in the 110 with 14.3 and a
first in the 400 hurdles in 66.2.
Kemp also ran a leg on the mile
relay team of Lynette Seigley,' Ka-
tie Blood and Amy Smith which
placed third with the time of 4:09;
another school record. '
"The mile relay really represent-
ed what our team is about They
knew they had to go out there and
run their best time and they did.
r-
- Continued on Page 14 r
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Shortstop Rodger PelagaBi reaches for the cutoff from the outfield as David Boop looks on during intramural
Softball competition last week. Photo by Natale John Carbone, IV.
SrnQ firannle With AAoraan At Kent State -- k-
BY DAVE BRYAN
It was a rough week for the
Fighting Scots baseball team. After
losing to the Kent State Golden
Flashes, coached by ez-Woos- ter
head coach Bob Morgan, the Scots
split four games and saw their
season record fall to an even .500.
Against the Golden Flashes, the
Scots left the sacks full once too
often. Stranding 13 runners for the
game and eight in the last three
innings, a possible victory eluded
the Scots. Jim Breslin led the Scots
hitting attack with a two for three
day. Breslin doubled and scored a
run, also. Steve Ficyk and Rick
Van Duzer had the runs batted in
for the Scots.
Drew Reynolds dropped to 3-- 1
with the loss. He gave up four runs,
two earned, in six innings in work.
Ken Brown was charged with the
last run in two innings of relief on
the mounds
The Scots then swept a twin bill
from the Battling Bishops of Ohio
Wesleyan. The scores were 9-- 6 and
8--0.
The Scots big inning in the first
game was the seventh. They scored
six runs on four hits to come from
behind to pull out the victory. Steve
Czwalga. plated three runs with a
bases loaded double for the big hit
of the inning.
Czwalga was 3-- 4 with three RBrs
and two doubles in the game. John
Wachtel was 2--4 with two RBI's,
one home run and a pair of runs
scored. Kevin Ruple picked up the
win, pitching the final 1 innings
in relief of Sean Derrick.
-- . There was more of the hitting the
Scots lacked against Kent State in
the second game. The Scots plated
three runs in the fourth. The big hit
was Mike Berg's two RBI single.
Steve Ficyk capped off the fire-
works with a two run homer in the
seventh after Czwalga had reached
on a single. -
Berg was 2-- 3, and he, Ficyk, and
Dave Kajganich each had two
RBI's.
After receiving the word from
Kenyon on Saturday morning that
their field was in no condition to
play on, the Scots traveled to Mar-
ietta to face the reigning Division
II champions. The Scots dropped a
double header to the Pioneers; 8-- 3
and 13--2.
Chuck Chokenea worked the first
game and absorbed the loss, drop-
ping his record to 2--3. All of the
Scot runs came in the seventh, just
avoiding a shutout Schmuck hit a
I
two rim homer and Wachtel drove
in the third score. Jeff Cox was 2--3
in a DH role for the Scots.
In the second game, freshman
hurler Rob Hatfield lasted two in-
nings against the potent Marietta
bats. He was shelled for 12 runs,
ten of them earned.
The Scots Jumped out to a 2--0
lead in the first inning on a Cox
single, Czwalga ground out
Schmuck double and an RBI single
by Ficyk. The Pioneers came right
back, however, with three in the
first five in the second and four in
the third to put the game out of
reach for the Scots.
Cox led the team in hitting with
another 2--3 game. Having been on a
tear as of late at the plate. Cox Is
listed 13th on the OAC batting
average leader board with a .ZZZ
average. Czwalga, hitting .344, is
also on the list ' u
The Scots chances are slipping
away before their eyes by leaving
so many men on base. The OAC
North crown appears to be out of
weir rcacu, tuu( uiuch wui uw
Northern and Baldwin-Wallac- e fal-
ter. Post-seaso- n hopes for an at--
large bid look dim, too, unless the
Scots can reach the twenty win
plateau before the season is out -- .
(Interests At Sfahe
In Ffiilrlgnndl Inlands
Continued From Page 5
so. The present Conservative gov-
ernment of Prime Minister Thatch-
er U on the verge of falling over
the Falkland issue even now. Her
most likely replacements: a gov-
ernment dominated by the radical
left wing of the Labour Party,
which is opposed to Britain's effec-
tive participation in. NATO; or a
coalition government including a
new Social Democratic Party and
even some moderate conservatives,
a combination whose outlook on
defense is cloudy at best
But neither would a humfliaton of
Argentina be in the best interest of
the United States. Even a resurgent
Britain would not wish ta keep
significant naval forces in the
Navy, however, is large enough to
play a significant role for the West
in this oft-neglect- ed region. An
Argentine setback would probably
topple the current military govern- -
' ment and end in an even more
repressive nationalistic- - regime
or in a violent revolution that would
bring to power a leftist, anti-A-m eri-ca- n
government
This would hamstring the Beagan
Administration's efforts fco
' strengthen its ties with -- pro-American
military governments in Latin
America. Already, Argentina has
become one of Washington's strong-
est supporters in El Salvador.
Were this not enough, one must
also consider the regional implica-
tions of a war between Argentina
M
and Britain. Chile, which has long
been at loggerheads with the Ar-
gentines over the disputed Beagle
Channel Islands, might feel com-
pelled to enter the conflict. Bolivia
and Peru might then decide to
settle old scores with Chile. Brazil
would then have to decide whether
it ought to intervene on behalf of
Chile in order to maintain its domi-
nant position on the continent Such
a regional conflagration is surely
not in the interests of an American
already hard-presse- d in the West-
ern Hemisphere.
The best if not the ideal solution
for the United States, would be a
negotiated settlement To date. Sec-
retary of State Alexander Haig has
been shuttling between the two
antagonists in an effort to achieve
precisely that but with diminishing
hope of success.
If a war does break out Washing-
ton must do its best to ensure that
the conflict does not become a
regional one. But in the end, if
forced to choose, the Reagan Ad-
ministration cannot allow Britain to
lose. Too much is at stake. The
cause of America's most loyal ally,
and the principles of international
law, cannot be sacrificed on the
altar of hemispheric solidarity.
It is never easy to pick favorites
between friends, and perhaps the
United States will not be required
to do so. The worse mistake is often
to 4lay no favorites, and then to
discover that one has no allies
iniatore
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a democratic regime.
Tocqueville believed that in a
democracy citizens would grow
more and more alike as a result of
the inevitable historical trend to-
ward egalitarianism. As this
process unfolded, he believed that
the notion that different laws
should rule individuals living in
different states or localities of the
country would become illogical.
For similar individuals one set of
laws, established by the national
authority, would eventually appear
to be the more sensible way of
being ruled.
But such excessive centralization
would pose an enormous threat to
individual liberty. By liberty or
freedom Tocqueville did not mean
simply the ability to do whatever
one wanted so long as it did not
hurt anyone else. To remain free in
a democracy, a citizen had to
participate actively and directly in
the governing of himself and bis
community. And for Tocqueville,
this in turn meant that citizens had
to involve themselves in what are
usually thought to be trivial mat-
ters school board meetings or
repairing a local road, for example.
Toequeville admitted that -- most
Americans might eventually find
local self-governm- ent a taxing and
a boring chore. Why should they
not after all, allow the resources of
the federal government replace in-
ept local struggles? The French
philosopher answered this question
by showing that unless Americans
continued to exercise their political
freedom by governing themselves
At Zodiac Gardens
Located On Route 30 East,
Next To The
Red Baron
Mon.-Thur- c. Noon-Darl- x
Fri.-Su- n. Noon-11:0- 0
locally, they might all blend into a
huge herd, shepherded by the fed-
eral government
Thus, Tocqueville's objection to
growing centralization in a demo-
cratic nation is not that it would
necessarily result in Soviet-styl- e
totalitarianism, but rather that it
would cripple men's ability and
desire to care for themselves and
others in a direct immediate way.
Such self-governm- ent he thought
was an essential part of human
well-bein- g.
President Reagan's New Federal-
ism proposal reflects his under-
standing of the consequences for
political liberty that follow from
overly centralized government as
they were stated by -- Tocqueville.
But of course neither the president
nor Tocqueville would regard the
struggle against increasing central-
ization as an easy one.
Consider first of all that the New
Federalism ealls for total federal
control over a program previously
shared by the states and the feder-
al government To take one step
forward, toward decentralization,
Mr. Reagan had to take one back
toward more centralization. The
problem is whether Congress will
permit him to take the necessary
two steps forward.
Despite the prestige that would
accrue to state and local govern-
ments under the New Federalism,
the central government will still
remain preeminent in resources
and opportunities for glory. As a
result young, talented men on their
way up will continue to seek power
and fortune in Washington, and less
in Sacramento, Jefferson City, or
Raleigh.
And of course even those interest-
ed parties professing opposition to
increased centralization as a gener-
al principle will demand more of it
when it favors their particular
cause. For example," legislators
from states and large welfare de-
mands support the food stamp pro-
gram one scheduled for de-
centralization but it may sur-
prise some that certain conserva-
tive Republican senators from mid-weste- rn
agricultural states may not
be so eager to decentralize the
program either. After alL food
stamps serve as a type of subsidy
for agricultural products.
In . Democracy in .America
Tocqueville foresaw all of these
challenges and more. He was not so
sure that they could be met and ttv
loss of individual liberty fore
stalled. In a democracy, given the
overriding demand for equality, he
thought that centralized govern-
ment would be an almost inevitable
result
On this point quite obviously, the
president disagrees with . the
Frenchman. Perhaps that is be-
cause Mr. Reagan believes that
much of the centralization that has
occurred in America has not been
the result of the forces of history,
but of the policies of another presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt In Mr.
Reagan's view,' American states-
men may yet have more scope for
action; than even the prescient
Tocqueville realized. ; ;"
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